Mayoral debate and political carnival planned for today
By STEVEN WEINBERG
EDITOR IN CHIEF ,'

Two major electora l contests mark an otherwise off-year ballot for Waterville voters
this Nov. 8. For the fourth time in a decade,
JMainers will have the opportunity to grant
equal rights to homosexuals under the law
through referendum and the current mayor of
Waterville , Republican Paul R, LePage, is up
for reelection , running against Democratic

city councilman Donald DuFour.
The College will be hosting two events
today highlighting these issues in the upcoming election^ The League of Progressive
Voters, in conjunction with the Colby
Democrats and Bridge club, will be organizing "Vote Louder" on Dana Lawn from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. to .solicit student support to
"vote no on the upcoming gay rights referendum. The Goldfarb Center for Public Affairs
and-Civic Engagement and the Mid-Maine
Chamber of Commerce will be co-sponsoring

a debate between mayoral candidates LePage
and DuFour at 8:30 p.m. in Olin 1.
At Vote Louder, supporting campus clubs
will be providing voter registration cards and
shuttles to city hall to students interested in
voting early against the homosexual rights
referendum, otherwise known as "Question
1" after its place on the November ballot.
This past April 1, Maine Governor John .
Baldacci signed a law making it illegal to discriminate based upon one's sexual orientation.
Months later, opponents to the law organized

a suceessM petition drive forcing the legislation to referendum. This effort was the fourth' ,
time in a decade Maine had passed an anti-discrimination law of this kind and to have it then , .
go to referendum by petition. The three other ,.
times, referendum has negated the law.
"We're hoping that this sends a message to
Mainers that the youth vote cares about this
issue and Maine politics generally whether
we are originally from Maine or not;"
President of the Colby Democrat^ Charlie
Hale . '06 said in regards to VoteLouder.

Besides providing information at tables on
Dana Lawn about Question 1, Vote Louder
also offers entertainment. The Colby
Woodsmen team; the Colby Jugglers; student
bands, Naftali Avari and Ned and Treworgies;
as . well as fire dancers, living statues, and
John J- and Cornelia V. Gibson Professor of
History Elizabeth Leonard will, be singing
folk music on her guitar.
One major campus political organization
7~
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Continued on Page 2
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will work with Isaacson Miller, a
search firm , to find suitable candidates. The firm will come to campus
and assess the College's needs and
then actively search for possible
replacements in their database of
college administrators.
Another part of the search process
is to place advertisements online and
in journals, passively seeking candidates. The committee will eventually be given a pool of qualified
candidates from which they can
choose. "The search firm does a lot
of the leg work, then they put
together a group of candidates for
the committee to consider ,"
Kassman said. Both on- and offcampus candidates will be considered , and the final decision belongs
to the committee.
-The search_ should begin inJate
October, and Kassman hopes a
replacement will be named in the
spring, so the new dean can start
working at some point over the
summer.

Lovejoy Award p resentedto Atlantaj ournalist
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDI1 OR

Bel ore an audience of family,
peers aiul gnosis , Cynthia Tucker ,
editorial page editor of the Atlanta
Journal-Constitution , accepted im
honorary Colby degree and the 2O05
Llijali I'arrish l.owjoy Award .
Tucker proceeded to deliver an eloquent and impassioned address ,
stressing (lie importance of factbased journalism and awareness from
the genera l public.
Obviously enthused to receive the
award , Tucker announced that she
intended to use this award as motiva tion to rededicute her pursuit of honesty in journalism . "I am delighted ,
indeed I am deep ly honored to
receive the Llijali I'urrish Lovejoy
Award ," Tucker said, adding "I have
come to associate him with the hi gh-
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est and best principles of American
journalism. "
"The Lovejoy Award comes at a
fortunate moment f or me ," Tucker
said , say ing that she needed to be
reminded of the importance of a
free press.
In her address she mentioned contemporary issues and .some from the
past few years, including the controversial role weapons of muss
destruction played in the 20O4 presidential election , the separation ol
church and slate and the pledge ol
allegiance , the narrow interpretation
of biblical references to advance a
political agenda and her experience
with the King family. Throughout
her remark s she maintained that even
people with differing ideological
stances "should be able to agree on
the facts" and that "democracies
thrive on information—fa cts ."

She commented on media outlets ,
focusing on Internet and broadcast
mediums , which seem to not pay as
close attention to veracity as lhey
should. "1 take pleasure that my profession calls for me to separate fact
fro m myth ," said Tucker. She also
mentioned that "what worries me is
that there is this impression that if it 's
published 'online , it must be true."
In his introduction of Tucker,
President William 1). Adams described
the unanimous choice for the award as
exhibiting qualities that defined
Lovejoy: courage, integrity, character,
intelligence and craftsmanshi p.
Tucker has never shied away fro m
controversial topics , as evidenced by
her willingness to address what she
perceived as misconduct by (he famil y of the late Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. She confronted the family for converting King 's image to profit after

his death , by marketing his
remarks and attempting to sell
memorabilia to the government. "She could not hold her
tongue and could not still her
pen ," Adams said of the jou rnalist.
This and other memorable
confrontations will not silence
Tucker, however. "No matter
how offended any audiences
are...I will continue to speak
NOAII DAIAZS/THE COILTYI
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the truth ," she said.
the
2005
Tucker,
Elijah
Punish
Lovejoy
award
recip
ient
Journalist
Cynthia
Following her remarks,
Tucker fielded questions on the
King family, (he role of media in
"(Elijah Pnirish Lovejoy] was a valedictorian and class poet. The
society, blogging and credibility oi martyr to the abolitionist cause, and award in his honor was established in
news sources.
to freedom of the press, And his 1952 and is presented annually to n
Lovejoy '26 died on Nov. 7, 1837 name has been inextricabl y linked member of the journalistic communiafter a pro-slavery mob destroyed his with bot h ever since," Adams said.
ty that has exhibited the characterisThe Albion , Maine native was a tics of Lovejoy.
abolitionist printing press—for the
third time—and was buried two day s distinguished student af then
later on his thirty-fourth birthday.
Waterville College, graduating as
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, For information on publication dates or to contact . us about submitting an article ,
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not to take part in Vote Louder is the
Golby Republicans. Katie Varney, coPresident of Colby Republicans,, said
the League of Progressive Voters, the
Colby Democrats or the Bridge did
not contact the elub during the event's
planning stages. "It sounds like a great
event, though^ she said , adding that
the Republicans are als'O very.interested m get-ouMheWeteefforts.
The Goldfarb Center will be holding a debate on Question 1 between
Mike Heath of the Christian Civic
League, an organization pushing for
the repeal of the gay rights law, and a
representative from Maine Won't
Discriminate, which: is for the gay
rights legislation. The debate will be
on Nov. 2 from 7-8 pirn, in Given
Auditorium and moderated by Harriet
S. Wiswell and George C. Wis we 11 Jr.
Associate Professor of American
Constitutional Law Joeseph Reisert.

echo@colby.edu
207-872-3349
www.colby.edu/echo

Mayors to face off in Olin
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Coming weekend to feature tru stee
meetings and campaign kickoff events
NEWS EDITOR
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We're hoping
that this sends a
message to
Mainers that the
youth vote
cares about this
issue and Maine
politics generally whether we
are originally
from Maine or
not.

By BEN HERBST
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Councilman DuFour will be run- local elections, LePage said they have future, he said, "[Colby] brings a lot
ning against incumbent Mayor every right to vote in Maine's of culture and these types of things. As
LePage for the second time this November election. He stressed, far as its role in the future, Colby is an
November, ; but the first time as a though, that the students should take asset. Obviously it is an asset."
Democrat; Two years ago, DuFour, as their responsibility seriously as voters.
In regards to recent town-gown
an independent, along with then- "Voting on local issues and then leav- antagonisms over Colby Gardens,
Waterville city Councilman Charles ing in May can leave a bad taste in DuFour noted the need for greater
H. Kellenberger, as Democrat, ran mouths," he said. Illustrating this "bad cooperation and discussion between
against LePage for Waterville Mayor. taste" he referred
the city and Colby on
According to David B. Offer, successful efforts
these sorts of issues.
Executive editor of the Morning five years ago by
He said part; of the
Sentinel and the Kennebec Journal college students to
community's negaand debate moderator, last election vote down a city
tive response was the
LePage won largely because Dufour charter, of which he
college's administraand Kellenberg split the vote.
was in favor. A new
tion 's fault for not
"[LePage] is in an interesting spot: city charter with
being „ proactive
He is a Republican, and Waterville is bipartisan support is
enough to speak with
very much a Democratic city," said on the ballot this
neighbors. He also
Offer about the dynamic of the con- year.
placed blame for the
test, adding, "I think much of the elecWhile admitting
stresses on his oppotion is a referendum on how people l ittle control over
nent, the mayor. "I
think he's done ."
how the Waterville
think there was a
Speaking last Monday in an inter- Police Department
failure on Mayor
view, LePage said his campaign will conducts
itself,
LePage's fault not to
focus on repairing Waterville's roads LePage expressed
get in this sooner,"
and collecting defaulted taxes! Citing displeasure with the
he said.
the challenges that Waterville faces police's two-year"[Colby] has done
because of its large commuter popula- old policy that
a . lot of good things
tion and narrow tax base, he described favors arrests for
in this city. I think
his vision of Waterville in the future as students caught furCharlie Hale '06 overall we as citizens
"Empire Falls with four boroughs." nishing a place for
in Waterville are
President, Colby Democrats
By this, he referred to a goal of minors to drink off
very happy that
regionalizing
Waterville
with campus. I hate the
you're here and that
Winslow, Fairfield and Oakland much arrests. They need to find a better antagonisms really are not there," he
in
the
same
way
that way."He said he empathized with col- said arid added that one of his roles as
Lewiston/Aubum and Bangor/Brewer lege students desires to have a good mayor would be a go between the
have done. "If we did it, we would time, noting he was a college student needs and interests of Waterville and
become an economic force," he said.
once and also drank underage, but said those of the College.
LePage said he noted former Colby he cannot tell the police chief to
The format of the debate will conprofessor Richard Russo's recent ignore the law and citizen complaints. sist of a three-minute opening statenovel "Empire Falls" not because of
In an interview last Saturday, ment provided by both candidates. A
its portrayal of a Waterville-inspired DuFour said his main points he hopes coin toss will determine who goes
rusted mill town, but because the of to bring up in the debate include the first. Following this, moderator Offer
positive spirit its local HBO filming need to increase and improve elderly will pose questions alternatively to
brought out in area residents.
housing and to utilize Waterville's each candidate, allowing for a twoThe mayor had positive words for existing resources such as an educated minute response. Candidates will also
the College and how the school fits workforce, an airport and its adj acent be allowed a two-minute closing stateinto Waterville's future. Responding location to railroads and the interstate; ment. Offer requests that those wishto questions of whether or not college
When asked how the College and ing to ask questions, present them in
students should be allowed to vote in Waterville should interact in the writing to him before the debate.

Business \n t> Whale Mew Liqht
'

The annual Fall trustee meetings
and the Waterville kickoff for the
upcoming capital campaign will take
place this weekend, Oct. 21-23. The
weekend will feature workshops and
musical performances highlighting the
work of students, faculty and alumni
to build momentum for the campaign.
"Reaching the World: A Campaign
for Colby" is the College's most ambitious capital campaign ever undertaken. The campai gn 's goal is to raise
$235 million dollars, and the money
will be ¦used to increase the endowment and fund future building proj eels, among other things.

Colby College Department of Security
Incident Report Log

N M hire:
Larceny
Larceny
Vandalism
Citation
Citation
Citation .
Citation
Larceny
Lnrceny
Medical Response
Citations (5)
Vandalism
Lost . ' '
Criminal Mischief
Citations (2)
Dog Complaint
Medical Response
Citation
Citation
Citation
Medical Response
Vandalism
Vandalism
Citation
Vandalism
Medical Response
Citation
Citation

Date:
10/5/05 '
10/6/O5
I 0/6/O5
I0/6/O5
10/6/O5
I 0/6/O5
l()/7?()5
1077/05
I 0/7/O5
I0/K/05
10/10/0 5
10/ 10/05
10/13/0 5
10/13/0 5
10/13/0 5
10/13/05
10/14/05
10/15/05
10/ 1 5/05
10/15/05
10/15/05
10/ 15/05
10/15/05
10/15/05
10/ 15/05
10/ 16/05
10/ 16/05
10/ 1 6/05

lime:
2:45 p.m.
2:55 p.m.
11:03 p.m.
11:35 p.m .
11:45 p.m.
11:52 p.m.
' "l: '()9 tun.
9:45 a.m.
1:33 a.m.
12:56 a.m .
TTMOa.m.
9:41 a.m.
12 p.m.
I N K a.m.
H:13 p.m.
11:20 p.m.
9:03 p.m.
1 :25 a.m.
1:35 a.m.
1:35 a.m.
2:20 a.m.
5:3 1 a.m.
3:00 a.m.
10:20 p.m.
11:50 p.m.
1:55 a.m.
2:48 a.m.
2:50 a.m.

Locution:
Athletic Comp lex
Dana Mall
Treworgy Hall
Alfond Apartments
The Heights
The Heights
Perkins-Wilson Hall
Alumni Center
Foss Hall
Williams Hall
Roberts Row
AI fond Apartments
Campus
Chapel Lot
Roberts Unron
Western Ave.
Athletic Center
AI fond Apartments
AI fond Apartments
AI fond Apartments
The Heights
Outside of Taylor Hall
Mitchell Hall
Dana Hall
Alfon d Apartments
Outside Student Center
Dana Hall
Security Olfice

Disposition:
WTVL Police
WTVL Police
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
WTVL Police
Health Center
Deans Office
Deans Office
Security
, WTVL Police
Deans Olfice
WTVL Police
Maine General
Deans Olfice
Deans Olfice
Deans Office
Maine General
Deans Olfice
Deans Olfice
Deans Olfice
Deans Office
Maine Genera l
Deans Olfice
Deans Olfice

Comments:
Stolen Schwinn Mountain Bike.
Wallet and Cash taken.
Large hole in wall.
Open Container.
Bottle thrown at officer.
Unregistered Party.
Noise Comp laint.
food items taken.
Pink and White Murray Bike stolen.
Alcohol.
Streaking.
Lire extinguisher broken and set off.
Lost Cell Phone .
Vandalism to vehicle
Dnig u.se.
Pog ofi 'loash dunged a :student.
Alcohol.
Underage Drink ing,
Unregistered Party.
Open Container.
Alcohol .
Damage to lawn by vehicle.
Hroken Chair.
Alcohol Violation .
Broken exit sigiL
Alcohol ,
Noise Comp laint .
Phone IIarassmenl.

Two-step with a trustee this weekend

The amount of" students being
showcased this weekend is amazing,"
said Director of Student Activities
Kelly Wharton at the Oct. 17
Presidents' Council meeting .
The entire campus is invited to the
finale of the weekend's festivities, a
semi-formal dance, "Swinging from
the Stars" Saturday in the Wadsworth
Gymnasium with music by Jim
Ciampi and the Manhattan Nine. The
evening starts in the lower spa for the
pre-reception for students from 8:30 to
10 p.m. The dance begins_ at 9 p,m,
and the band will play until midnight.
From midni ght to 1 a.m. there will be
a D.J. in the gymnasium.
Other musical performances will
take place Friday night in three locations on campus. Vice President for
College Relations Richard Amnions
explained at the Oct. 17 PC meeting
that "each venue will have a particular
character." The first event of the ni ght
will be "-The Palm Court Jazz Club at
the Spa: A Tribute to New Orleans,"
with student musical performers and
cabaret singers in the Joseph Family
Spa, beginning at 8 p.m.
Student a capella groups will provide entertainment on Dana Lawn dur-

ing "Colby Voices in Harmony," featuring the Colbyettes, the Blue Lights,
EVE, the Megalomaniacs, the Sirens
and the Colby 8.
The final performance, "World
Music ," will take place in Strider
Theater with Japanese Dance and
Taiko Drumming as well as African
drumming, and once again students
will be among those performing.
Following the performances, there
will be a fireworks display on the
Roberts Union side of Johnson Pond ,
beginning at ?;45. ._ ..;
Throughout the day on Saturday
there will be panel discussions featuring students, faculty and alumni and
tours of campus and the Colby
College Museum of Art .
Discussions, including "From Lake
Preservation to Tiger Conservation:
Geographic
Information
Using
Systems (GIS) To Address Local and
Global
Environmental
Issues,"
"Telling our Stories: Creative Writing
and the Power of the Imagination ,"
"The Goldfarb Center: Connecting
Colby to the community," and "U.S.
reach in today 's world: A Colby disContinued on Page 3

Admissions hosts Maine students
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On Oct. 17 Maine High School students visited campus for the Maine Event.
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Echoe s fro m the past

Appointments of the Gardens president
and 2009 representatives approved
By BEN HERBST
NEWS EDITOR

ECHO ULE PHOTO

Colby 2000 Campaign: A Commitment to the Future ranfront1980-1986 with a goal of'$28,009,000
and raised $30,500,000. H. Ridgely Bullock '5J , the Chair of the campaign. Bullock was a trustee f r om
1983 until his death in 1994, and the Jbullock Room in Dana Dining Hall is named after him.
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Presidents' Council approved three
appointments made by Student
Government Association President
Donnie O'Callaghan '06 at their Oct.
17 emergency meeting.
O'Callaghan named Jessie Kaler
'08 as Colby Gardens hall president,
and named Krishan Rele and Escar
Kusema as the Class of 2009 representatives. PC unanimously approved
all three appointmentsOne of the Class of 2009 representatives will sit as a -voting member of
PG and the other will chair the class
council. O'Callaghan expects the
class council to be formed in the coming -weeks; in an interview,
O'Callaghansaid-that the class council will be chosen in "a collaborative
effort between [Director of Student
Activities] Kelly Wharton and
myself."
Sixteen people applied for the class
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Sunday Brunch Iraliano.. ..10:00a to 2:00p

Make sure to keep an eye cut for our regular student specials

...the originality
of [Rele and
Kusema's] ideas
relative to the
other applications really
stood out.

WE ARE COMING TO YOUR CAMPUS!
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Come savor "the Flavors of Italy" in the
authentic regional Italian cuisine by Chef
Gaetano

representative position, more than from the Ursuline Sisters because of
applied last year for the Class of 2008 overcrowding issues. "I think Jessie is
Representative position. During the going to do a great job representing
Oct. 17 PC meeting, O 'Callaghan said her dorm and the unique issues of that
that there was "a lot of interest [in the dorm," O'Callaghan said at the PC
uass oi zuuy repremeeting.
sentative position],"
Kaler was also
and that "the origiunani mousl y
nality of [Rele <uid
appointed to the
Kusema's] ideas relfinancial priorities
ative to the other
committee. All PC
applicants' really
members must sit
stood out."
on an all-college
Because Colby
committee—there
Gardens is a new
is ho such requireresidence half this
ment for class repyear, the hall had no
resentatives.
representation on ,
According
to
PC until the appointO'Callaghan, the
Dannie 'O'Callaghan '66
ment of Kaler. The
intial response for
SGA President
Oct. 4 SGA constithe Colby Gardens
tutional referendum
position was strong,
included a new hall president position however not many applications were
for the new dorm.
submitted. "In the end, I'm very
Colby Gardens is the only residence happy with who we got; I think she'll
hail not on Mayflower Hill and was do a great job," he said.
leased this summer by the College
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WEEKEND: Special
eventsplanned
Continued From Page 2
cussion of American Foreign Policy,"
will be open to the general public.
The trustees will also meet this
weekend for their regularly scheduled
committee meetings and . Ml board
meeting.
"The
Budget
and
Finance
Committee will , as always, review a
quarterly bud get report , look at proposed capital projects to recommend to
the board , and look at staffing requests.
The Development Committee will hear
a report from™ comrnunications about
various ways in which the college is
publicized , and it will discuss the status of capital campaign fund raising.
The Educational Policy Committee
will hear reports from the overse'eis
visiting committees to the library and
to American studies, and they will look
at the ways enrollment is distributed
across departments. The Student
Affairs Committee will hear a report
from Vice President [for /Academic
Affairs and Dean of Students Janice)
Kassman and will talk, about new initiatives in student soci al life ,"
explained lixecutive Assistant to the
President and Secretary of the
Corporation Sally Daker.
Some trustees are meeting with students for a breakfast I' rkiuy morning,
but administrators expect the real interaction between students and trustees
will take place Friday ni ghl during the;
musical performances and Saturday
ni ght during the seini-fonrml dance .
Also, students are invited to the SeliitirSwcnson-Watson Alumni Center wil l
be dedicated Saturday at 3 |> .m.
Student Government Association
President Donnie O'Callnghiin '06 mid
Vice President Romeo Raugci '06 will
make n report on the status of the SGA
to the full board . Among Ihe issues
O'Callaghan is considering for Ihe
report include fust-year diversity training, the ' SGA constitutional referendum and wants to discuss Ihe nature of
the SGA budget with the trustees,
• Because oi the large number ol
clubs that the SGA supports the budg«d
is stretched very thin this year. "It will
be interesting to see bow tliey react to
it," O'Callaghan staid.
"We (ire committed to increasing
riwiiningful contact between students
and trustees," he continued. "I think
there is a way to (increase commtiiitc ationj and I'm optimistic that we can
get it done."
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EDITORIAL—Debate this!
Tonight's mayoral debate between incumbent Republican mayor
is
Paul R. LePage and challenger Democrat Donald D^our not, at
least we hope, just being held on Mayflower Hill because we have
a nice lecture hall. The wood paneling of Olih 1 aside, holding a
debate of the future of Waterville politics at Colby should signify
to students and other members of the Colby community that we are
inextricably linked to the widerWatervilleone.
The following are the questions that The Echo would ask to the
candidates if we could steal the floor for a few minutes tonight.
1, While it is completely legal for Colby students not originally
from Waterville to vote in elections here, do you think it is fair and
appropriate for us to do so? Are there examples of students voting
irresponsibly in recent Waterville history you feel might discredit
the validity of student claims to vote? :
2. The recent community response to the new Colby Gardens
residence hall was about more than just the changed use of the
building. It was the personification of years of grievances held by
the city against Colby based on inconsiderate actions of the College
administration. As mayor, how will you serve as a liaison between
the interests of Colby and town residents who are, at times, at odds
with each other? .
3. Colby's interaction with the South End Coalition has been
both a success for the underprivileged region of Waterville and for
Colby students making positive inroads to the community. Theproposed creation of a neighborhood center in Waterville's North End
could bring about much of the same benefits. As mayor what kind
of support would you lend to the advancement of this project?
4. Colby first-year and Waterville native son Henry Beck is running unopposed in his ward for City Council this fall. How will the
likel y presence of a Colby student on City Council change the
dynamics of to\vn-gbwn relations? Additionally, do you like the
idea of Colby students getting involved jnlocal politics like this, or
is Beck an exception because he is already from the area?
5. In the last two years the Waterville police department has
moved to a policy of arresting students who furnish places for
underage consumption of alcohol, rather than previous norms of
giving out summons for these offenses. Admittedly,this shift keeps,
with a more equal enforcement of the law for college students and
Waterville residents. However, it -is also, placing an enormous
emphasis on punitive reactions to the wider .societal phenomena of
underage drinking. Waterville police claim their approach is part of
a two-pronged education, along with punitive actions, for combating underage drinking, but this education at Colby is limited to one
hour-long conversation between student leaders and police chief
and deputy chief at the beginning of the year.As mayor how would
you encourage the police to balance punitive and education methods for enforcing the law?
6. Filially, what can and should Colby be doing as a member of
the Waterville community? Antagonisms between the College and
residents are an unavoidable fact of life faced by Colby students
leaving the Hill every day. Is it our responsibility to make efforts to
bridge the gap between our two communities, and how could you
1
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My anger at society's apathy and the ensuing rant
disappeared. Even more disturbingly,
the news coverage about December 's
tsunamis sometimes focused on how
"generous" the U.S. was, rather than
on the actual affect of the tsunami.
A large ¦' percentage of the
American populace is simply apathetic in how they act. Instead of caring about the pli ght of the over
38,000 people who died and the
countless others affected by the
earthquakes, we concern ourselves

By MERLE E1SENBERG
OPINIONS EDITOR

¦ ¦ One. of the most remarkable features of individual Americans is their
willingness to provide other devastated Americans with help in times of
crisis. The overwhelming response to
Hurricane Katrina provides a poignant
example of individuals helping those
in dire need. Similarly, in the days and
weeis following September 11, thousands of New Yorkers and people
across the country provided food, aid,
blood and anything else that was
asked of them. Rarely did people
question the benefit of their donations;
instead we just opened our hearts and
wallets'
However, Hurricane Katrina and
September 11 are exceptions to the
rule. Most Americans are apathetic in
their attitudes toward other people,
whether the affected people are foreign or American. The recent earthquake in South Asia has caused little
response from the American public,
although the U.S. government has
promised $50 million, In contrast to
the US, over 80 countries have
pledged money to Hurricane Katrina with the plight of people stranded oh
relief, including Pakistan, a country some made-up island on "Lost."
recently devastated by the earthquake,
Colby only amplifies this apathy
which promised $ i million. Reports and detachment from domestic and
concerning Hurricane Katrina contin- international events. The Colby curued to dominate the news for weeks riculum, specifically the diversity
afterward, while those about the South requirements , attempts to provide
Asia earthquake have already largely students with an incentive to become

involved with the Waterville community, the United States and the internal onal community. Instead of
discussing these critical issues, Colby
students spend much of their time
watching Red Sox baseball (although
thankfully that's over), talking on
AIM, and getting drunk, What is the
point of learning if we do not use it to
help others?
At a certain point we have to ignore
the pure economics of every issue. If

we consider the opportunity cost for
personal gain in every situation, the
world becomes a place of individuals
who refuse to help others —- but complain when tragedy strikes them.
Some people are born with the ability
to monetarily help others, while others
gain the ability during their life.

Celebrity religions: bigger than the
underpants in Veronica 's closet
cuss in this context. And the truth is academic success which, as long as
that life is possible' arid preferable for ' 'we are being truthful, is'just a differ-'
STAFF WRITER
most Colby students without the aid ent kind of popular. But outside of colof organized religion. In lieu of lege there is a broader social spectrum
Sometimes when I take a look church visits we can pay weekly which spans from hobos to
around this jungle of soft drugs and homage to the jello shots at Mainely Hollywood. Indeed, rich and famous
heavy petting it occurs to me that Brews. Bible thumpers make way for is pretty much as popular as you can
maybe a few kids at Colby have lost freshman bumpers, because sex is get. If your daddy isn't a Hilton, the
their way. The average student will infinitely more gratifying than piety. only way to achieve this status is to
admit, "I mostly spend my Weekends Church is boring, partying is fun, and sleep with one of the kids from
getting wasted. Sometimes I ran"Dawson's Creek." The glorious irony
domly hook up with people." Back
of the situation is that the zygote curin high school, getting wasted meant
rently developing in Ms. Holmes'
drinking .too much caffeinated soda
uterus was fertilized by very spiritual
celebrity sperm. Her 46 year old
and a random hook-up that never
went further than a peck on the
fiance^ Tom Cruise, is a fervent
cheek. Now one girl's chastity belt is
Scientologist. John Travolta , Lisa
a horny boy 's playground. With the
Marie Presley and the girl who plays
aid of Natty Light and pOsFoffice
Dharma on "Dharma and Greg" arecondoms, the hedonistic mating ritualso members of this ultra-trendy sect.
als of Colby students leave no room
Scientology, literally meaning "the
for the Holy Ghost.
study of truth" finds the delicate balYet there was considerable hubbub
ance between, logic, God and People
when artist Losang Saihten dismanMagazine. Founded in 1955 by scitled his sacred Sand Mandala on
ence-fiction writer, L. Ron Hubbard,
Saturday. Students poured into the art
the Church of Scientology believes in
museum to see the ceremony and
healing without medicine, and apparreceive a blessing by collecting a
ently, happiness without drugs. The
pinch of the sand. The overwhelming too many wars have been fought over church has helped more people lead
lack of faith on campus did not extin- God anyway. The notion that this chem-free lifestyles than Mary Low,
guish our need to seek a higher fulfill- country was founded on the princip le Williams and East Quad combined. L.
ment of some kind.
of reli gious freedom now seems Ron Hubbard also invented the con"I want the truth!" \told the afore- quaint. We have updated freedom of troversial study of dianetics, supposed
mentioned average student.
reli gion to freedom of choice, and we proof of reincarnation. Investigation is
He made a nasty, little face and choose not to pray.
currently underway to find out if the
replied, "You can't handle the truth!"
Nay, religion is for the lame, the soul of President Taft was, in fact,
Well, I made a nasty, little face misguided and the people wh6 voted reborn . as celebrity scientologist
right back, because I hate it when for Bush, and obviousl y Colby stu- Kirstie Alley.
people tell me I can't handle the dents are none of those things. We
Adversaries of Scientology claim
truth. I can handle many things, strive , as much as we protest it , for
including some I choose not to dis- coolness and populari ty. Some aim for
Continued on Page 5 "

Whatever their personal situation,
people should provide some aid to
others. However, this is riot to say I
support complete equality. Complete
equality is not only practically impossible, but detrimental to individual
achievements that promote societal
advancement.
Much of this is obviously a gross
generalization and does not apply to
every individual. Individuals are
generous and provide for others in
cases of need. Colby students help in
the greater Waterville community
through CCAK, service day and
individually because they believe it
is the right thing to do. One of the
best examples was the Colby for
Humanity's weekend of genocide
panels and lectures, culminating with
Romeo Daliaire 's keynote address.
One conclusion I have reached is
that people, in a general sense, simply
do not care. As I noted, there are individuals ivho prove an exception to this
rule, but they are clearly in the minority. Americans, most likely because
many of us are accustomed to great
comforts, appear to care even less
about the plight of others. I think that
we must begin to understand the problems of other nations, rather than
focusing solely on our own. My
grandfather used to say, "people are
bastards" and in many ways we are,
but we should at least try to help others rather than eating our Easy Mac
and watching "Alias."

The Indispensable

By KATE HERMAN

Nay, religion is
for the lame, the
misguided and
the people who
voted for Busli,
and obviously
Golby students
are none of
these things.
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Students on the Street
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I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
ByCYV. Bassett

We have reached October, the cold
rains have started, and my yard is filling up with leaves. I occasionally I
glace at the chaos that is Oktoberfest
in Maine, but I can 't really get serious
about the weather when I know that
Adam Viniateri (a South Dakota boy,
I remind you) will win another pro
football game for the New England
Patriots. He kicks them to victory, just
the opposite of the once-magnificent
Boston Red Sox who lost to the White
Sox in three this year.
Sports fans all over New England
expected the Sox to beat everyone,
but especially those moo-cow flatlanders from Chicago. The White Sox
haven 't won since they were the
Black Sox in the teens of the last century. Manny and Papi and a bunch of
unknown pitchers would do it. After
all, remember the eight straight the
Red Sox ran off to win the Series last
year. Well, the Sox went down in
three strai ght , and New Englanders
¦
would have to find someone else to
love every day (hockey is back after a
year 's "who cares?" lockout—the
Bruins losing to Montreal as usual).
Now, of course, all this stuff is in
the Globe , but the really knee- 'emContinued on Page 5
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What Colby emp loyee do y ou want to get sketchy with at the Campaign f orColby Kickoff and why?

"Al, becausej ie really kiipvys how to handle a
; ' package.". " ¦' ¦ ¦¦ ; ' , ¦ .¦ , '. ' ' ¦"' •
;

—James. Cryan '07
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"Sheryl, so I could get free booze,"
—Emilie Slat;k '06 (plnah Bengur '06 also shown)
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"Any trustee, because they 're loaded/' ' * "

— llht Stenovec '06

"Kelly'Wharton, so I could teach her a feW new
studentactivities."
Vi

--Adam Atkinson-Lewis '06
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Pills and a national addiction
vide a false sense of comfort' and
security. They are quick fixes to
lifestyle problems. And like any
other drugs the result is an array of
new issues, while not solving the
original dilemma.
When we want to lose weight,
we want to see results quickly.
Many ofus know the drill. We set a
goalweight or have an image in our
minds that we want to attain.

problems. Our diets still lend themselves to heart disease and our
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
infrequent work ourts still leave us
lazy and out of shape.
Another epidemic, especially in
One of the more interesting social
has been ADD (attention
teens,
society
is
our
American
aspects of
deficit
disorder).
There is no doubt
ever-increasing dependency on
that
some
people
do actually have
drugs. We take them for everybut
in
many cases it
the disorder,
thing—-thereare headache pills, diet
has been an excuse not to deal with
pills, cholesterol pills, etc. Fairly
other issues. Adderall has become
easily accessible, we as a society fail
and people have
over-prescribed,
to see the dangerous effects they
come
to
use
it
for
reasons aside
have on our lives. In sports, if we
from ADD. Friends from my homefind ourselves with a minor injury
town constantly bump up their prewe take obscene amounts of ibuproscription to gel through an
fen and play the game anyway.
draining
week.
emotionally
A long-standing epidemic, the
also
smashed
it
up
to
snort
They've
desire to be thin, sends us to diet
during a party to intensify the
pills that replace the "old fasheffects of alcohoL It's become an
ioned" idea of exercise. Recent
escape from reality rather than a
studies show a decreased rate of
manner of balancing chemicals in
cholesterol in elderly citizens; howthe brain.
ever, the rate of obesity increased;
Pills, are becoming lifelong
Both factors can cause heart attacks
addictions. People become depenor a stroke, but people believe if
dent on these drugs, unaware of
their cholesterol is lower, they can
afford to eat whatever they please Exercise and dieting just won't get how to act or how to handle a day
and exercise with less or no fre- the results quick enough. With so without their daily dosage. Some
quency. Last spring we witnessed many ads in magazines for pills to problems we deal with, depresmany meetings over the use of "look like this in 15 days," it's easy sion, "ADD," weight complexes,
steroids in baseball, another drag to make a few calls and figure out can be dealt with through lifestyle
the right pill to buy. Instead of tak- changes that would result in an
that has short term benefits only.
In a supposedly educated society, ing the time to develop a daily exer- overall healthier being. However,
we should be aware of the long- cise and eating routine, we take the society makes it continuously easterm dangers of drug dependency. short route and begin taking the ier to grab the quick remedy. In
Society is so quick to condemn the pills. The beauty is, we can still eat our shallow desires for quick soluusage of drugs such as marijuana the same junk food we ate before. tions, we put ourselves at danger
and alcohol that we refuse to look at However, this is a rather twisted for the long term effects of these
the over the counter and prescrip- pattern; we forget that while we drugs. "We should be more intellition pills we have taken for years. may look better, we are still putting gent than that.
Like any other drug, these pills pro- ourselves at risk for the same health
BY AMANDA MELLO

Our diets still
lend themselves
to heart disease
and our infrequent work-outs
still leave us lazy
and out of shape

BASSETT.Ihelegend Life at Colby: innnitejy
thatis SportsCenter better than "The O.C."
Continued From Page 4
in the groin sports fans have to have
SportsCenter on ESPN to verify the
intensity of the hits on a variety of
quarterbacks; the Globe might even
cite Colby's 3-1 start on the gridiron. But Colby 's gridders don't celebrate like their counterparts in the
NFL—dancing, and flipping, and
wooing the crowd.
The only time that SportsCenter
would mention a game played by colleges Colby's size is the odd football
doubleheader tried by St. John's of
Minnesota last weekend, St. John's
who crushed two like-sized
Minnesota colleges in the only football doubleheader played in many
decades. Almost as far back as the
White Sox disgrace.
SportsCenter has become an
American—institution ,—like the
Brooklyn Bridge and Mount
Rushmore. It's sponsored by a lot of
automobiles—Toyota, Chevy trucks,
manly vehicles, but the softer side of
the American sports fan can come up
too. There's an adorable baby and
his/her mom hawking insurance and
the child isn 't even big enough to play
nose guard , Then there's the bald guy
(the Video Professor) offering CDs to
show the few elderly up late enough
how 'to run their computers. Of
course, there's E A Sports for the
video addict and Dick's shoes (not for
dancers), etc.
We see Tiger Woods beat the
pitiful John Daly who misses a 3inch putt to doom his bid in one of
the fifty golf tournaments that
make Tiger almost as rich as an
NFL quarterback (one of whom ,
Vinnie Tcstaverdc, a man of my
age, who came out of retirement to
pass the NY Jets to victory recently). We catch up on motorcycles,
and NASCAR's most spectacular
crashes. And did you know that
"racecar " is spelled the same
backward or forward?
Clearly, now is the time to cite a literary factoid in all of this sweat.
Remember Nick Carraway's luncheon with Gatsby and Meyer
Wolfsheim. Well, everybody knew
mat Wolfsheim vvas reall y Arnold
Rothstein, the gambler who committed the gravest sin in American history—he fixed the world series.
Fitzgerald knew what dangerous
ground his hero played on. Gatsby—
early on—operated in Green Bay
Packers territory, but Bret Farve is
still an honest back who can put 50
points on the board in a weekend.
Try it: racecar, racecar, racecar!

Stains: a particular type of student that
is detrimental to the rest of our lives
By LEE EMMONS, STEVE
NIZER & JONATHAN BANDI

STAFF WRITER, CONTRIBUTING WRITER
& CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last semester, I became familiar
with a word that had b«en previously
unknown to me. The word was
"stain." Such a simple term, yet it conveys such, enormous power. Now
don't get me wrong. I knew what
'stain' meant in a conventional sense.
It implies a spot or discoloring.
But stain also has an entirely different meaning, Broadly speaking, it
denotes an unpleasant or annoying
person. I became aware of this term
through the efforts of an exceptional
student of the class of 2005 who was
concerned about the spread of stain
behavior here at Colby. A stellar individual, this person shov/ed me the true
meaning of this powerful word.
Shifting to the present, it is my
intention to educate the Colby
community about >vays to both
identify and contain stains. All
stains exhibit four major characteristics: a false sense of self-importance , loud and intemperate
speech, a total inability to behave
properly in public and a propensity
for inconsideration and rudeness.
Stains see themselves as important.
Either through birth or self-acknowledged 'achievements', they demand
respect and adulation. Instant messenger is a good place to start on your
search for potential stains. They will
usually have totally self-involved

away messages or profiles. You know
the type. They act as if their most trivial details are somehow important. A
typical stain away message: "My day
has gone so badly, I can't live without
my girls!, watching the OC, Lets Go
Yankees! or Cal) the cellie".
Nauseating. Speaking of cellphones,
they are another sure-fire way to identify stains. Stains tikecalls at all times
of the day. Usually in public or semipublic places. This should be a warning bell to all stain-hunters.
Stains are loud.Obnoxiously loud.
Most normal and decent people avoid
the urge to yell and shout. To stains,
loudness is totally normal. The stories
that stains tell are also often very
dumb. A hypothetic stain conversation: Stain 1: "So I was totally going
to get with this chick and her roommate!" Stain 2: "Sweet dude. I so
totally boned this girl at Bates. You
know rny style". Yeah, 1 know your
style. You're a bullshit artist. Go lose
another soccer game or something.
And hey, for the record, I wouldn't
consider taking liberties with drunk
girls at Choate 'action'. But back to
my point, stains are loud. "Very loud.
One of the most important aspects
of being a stain is bizarre public
behavior. Stains could be considered
'socially challenged'. For example,
playing tag in the dining halls, or
bringing twenty-five drunken friends
to the spa on Wednesday night would
qualify as stainesque behavior. I could
go on and on, but I will simply leave it
at this; stains act badly in public.
Stains are also rude, and this mani-

fests;.itself in a variety of forms. It
could be a dining hall line cutter, chair
stealer or cell-phone talker. It could be
the guy or gal that worms their way
onto the elliptical machine out of turn.
Now that we have identified the
major characteristics of stains, let's
discuss ways of containment. The following techniques of stain containment were developed by the renowned
stain expert J.S. Bandi; who -was a significant figure in the development of
stain theory and prevention under the
Carter administration .
'Tirst,"says Bandi, "It is important to
avoid contact with strangerswho exhibit
stainishbehavior.While it may be tempting to lend a helping hand, stainesque
behavior is highly cbntagious-andcan be
difficult to deal with it you arehot familiar with the individual.
"Secondly, if the person acting like a
stain is someone you know, there are a
few important steps you can take. First
of all, you should sit down with this
person and openly discuss your concerns with them. It is likely that they are
completely unaware of their stainish
traits, and studies show that the most
effective stain counseling often comes
from a close friend of the person in
question. Secondly, one should limit the
stain's access to alcohol and recreational drugs if possible, as this tends to
exacerbate stainish behavior. Finally, I
would urge everyone to writetheir congressman or senator and push for more
anti-stain regulations, as everyone
knows the best way to effect societal
change is to count on an aheady overburdened federal government."

True Tales of Terror and Truth fro m Colby Security by Steven Weinberg

Beach,'? all of our drama is the honest,
By MEGAN DEAN
unaltered truth.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Whether I like it or not, lately my
own life has turned into something so
On any given Thursday, the compelling that it could captivate an
arrival of 8 p.m. guarantees that a audience of TV viewers. Don't misinchorus of "California, here we terpret that last statement. I'm not trycome" will replace the dignified toll ing to promote my life as anything
of the Miller Library bell. From extraordinary. I'm merely expressing
crowded lounges to individual the following r>oint: if I, having been
rooms, from GoHo to Foss, the on campus for only one month, am
extent to which "The 0.C" is confident my experiences could justiwatched on campus amazes me. fy a TV show, then essentially everyViewers themselves are not limited one on campus- can be assured of the
to any one demographic either; same thing.
males and females, first-years to
Looking back, it is easy to realize
seniors all enjoy their weekly escape that ordinary occurrences in our
to southern California.
lives are of greater significance than
I won't deny that I enjoy "The we assumed when they were taking
O.C." or that I avidly watch it. But place. An occasion doesn't have to
there is a difference between laid-back be amazing to have importance. Your
enjoyment -of-these programs-and favorite-memory, for example, probwhat could essentially be considered ably wasn't a life-altering experian addiction to them. It is this relative ence. It may simply have been a
dependency that leaves me wondering specific evening with friends or an
why, and if, such a fixation on reality especially ridiculous party or even a
and semi-reality TV is necessary. Our class in which you learned someown experiences, both the pivotal and thing rewarding.
the routine, are more valuable than
We should learn to recognize the
watching the experiences of charac- simple significance of said occasions
ters on TV.
while they ar« happening. If we do
I tend to believe that our lives here this , it will re sult in a greater appreat Colby could easi ly constitute an ciation and enjoyment of our lives.
hour-long show on Fox or ABC. In There 's something rewarding about
fact, I'd go as far to say that if we directing our own live s to meet our
hired video cameras to record one expectations instead of rel ying on
Saturday night on campus, there TV productions for our entertainwould be enough material for several ment. Reality TV is anything but;
seasons. And unlike the alleged "real- life at Colby is more authentic than
ity" of programs like "Laguna anything I've experienced before.

Do gg ie Style

by Hootle Glangreco

HERMAN: Studentsignore religionand
celebritiesembracethe oddestfacetsof it
Continued From Page 4
that the religion is nothing more than
a cult-like, marketing machine for the
spirituall y anorexic. "[CHECK THIS
FRENCH]," demanded King Louis
XIV, who would someday return to
this earth as a Brook Shields bashing,
Kntie Holmes banging celebrity scientologist. Scientology ropes knowledge
back into the realm of the abstract
spiritual , appealing to the societal
need to bind enlightenment with fact.
And isn't (hat what we ore ol| paying
over $140,000 for here at college?
The popularity of the Sand

Mandala is evidence that through the
haze of secularity and substance abuse
we all still crave God, or something
like it. We -want to be blessed and
believe in some sort of higher power.
But would there really be a place for
Scientology in the proverbial barf-bag
that is Colby College? Well, is there
really a place for the cavernous dent in
the middle of celebrity scientologist
John Travolta 's ass-chin? No. But he
has one there anyway. If the chenv
free principles of Scientology do not
appeal to you there are other options,
Try Kabala, Madonna loves it.

"I ' m telling you, Roger, humans are like chick magnets, "

class

By Jason King

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

and Annie Kearney
FEATURES EDITOR.

Rich. Spoiled. Oblivious. Snobby. We've all
heard these adjectives applied to Colby students, and maybe we've even applied them
ourselves. However, as much as class and class tion.
Earlier this year, the University of Virginia
differences affect our daily lives here at Colby
Press
published a book co-authored by former
to
think
so
or
(and they do, whether we like
Princeton
University President and current
not) it seems to be a topic few people feel comfortable discussing. For all of Colby's empha- President of the Mellon Foundation "William
sis on diversity, class diversity gets lost G. Bowen called "Equity and Excellence in,
somewhere along the way. We at The Echo American Higher Education." The book studwondered what would happen when the topic ied the economic diversity of 19 selective
was put out there. Would people even respond? institutions, including five Ivies, Williams,
We sent out announcements, we contacted Bowdoin and UVA- Bowen found that students
the administration, and we looked at the num- from families in the bottom income quartile
bers. People did respond, and The Echo would (currently defined as $34,500 or less) made up
like to thank them all for their time, their only 9 percent of the student body of these colleges. By contrast, the perfrankness, and their thoughtcent of students whose
fulness. No one sent a
families are in the top
response that was not in a
income
quartile (currently
spirit of genuine intellectual
'
(Si
defined
as
a family income
debate (interestingly, most of
•' •
\
of over $101,000 or higher]
those who responded were
make
up 50 percent of the
first-year students.)
¦?
/ -?
* i
study body, a number that
. \Lr* (_ : ...
Class is a tricky word to
has risen from 39 percent in
define, and it's an even trick1976.
/fu/iiniuui wo; h. ^fud y
ier word to apply. Obviously,
Other studies place the
class involves more than
hours pe; week.
numbers even higher. In
money. Many sociologists
2004, a book by Richard D.
use four categories when catKahlenberg
called
egorizing class: income,
"America's Untapped
wealth, occupation and eduResource: Low Income
cation. Thus, on one level , all
Colby students are in the same class by virtue Students in Higher Education", studied the
of the elite education they receive. Occupation top 10 percent of American colleges as
isn't a reality yet, nor is income from that defined by "Barron's Profiles of American
occupation. That leaves wealth-who has it, and Colleges," 146 schools in total. That study
found that students with family income in
how it affects us.
We present what we found here as the first the bottom quartile made up a mere 3 perin a . series of articles discussing class issues, cent of the schools' student bodies; the stuand hope it will serve as a jumping-off point dents coming from the highest economic
quartile made up 74 percent.
for discussion around this issue.

H

The Class Crisis in Higher
Education
Class is still.an ,issup. in ,our country, especially class as it relates to income inequality.
Earlier this year, Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan said at a meeting of the Joint
Economic Committee that income inequality
was a concern in our country and a problem
that had grown in the last 30 years. "This
[income inequality] is not the type of thing
which a democratic society-a capitalist democratic society— can really accept without
addressing," Nowhere is this polarization, this
inequality, more evident than in higher educa-

/

of that class, at least some of that aid comes sixth among its NESCAC peers. At Hamilton ic diversity. Everyone enrolled is provided a
from the College). That means that 44 percent the endowment per student is $273,148, at room, three meals a day, j anitorialservice, and
of the 2008 first-year class was able to cover Bowdoin $313, 181, at Williams it's $612, an education; much more than 99 percent of,.
the cost of payments independently, according 614. While Colby may try to recruit people the people on this planet ever have. The major-:,
to Director of Admissions Parker J. Beverage. from lower economic classes, in reality, "we ity of students are white Americans who have '
"That's maybe a surprising statistic," noted can't go beyond the budget, so there's an upper never faced discrimination. Most are also
Serdjenian. In that respect, Colby is similar to limit," said Beverage. As a result, "We are not upper or upper-middle class, demonstrated by
other NESCAC schools: at Williams, 42 per- totally need-blind in the process of selecting a the fact that only 39 percent of students receive
cent of the student body receives no aid, and class," though "family financial circumstances grant aid. That means that 61 percent of famiat Amherst the number is 38 percent, according only come in to play in 1-2 percent of the lies/individuals will dish out over $160,000 up
to their financial aid departments .
admissions decisions."
front- or through loans, while much of the rest
Colby has taken steps to bring lower-class
"I think if we were able to remove the finan- pay a substantial portion of that. . Kids here
students to the College. "We're a little more cial aid constraints, we might be able to recruit need to understand that they are ultra-priviconsciously or subconsciously trying to do more aggressively high-need, high-ability stu- leged, and be more generous and less ignorant
that," said Beverage. One of the things Colby dents," Beverage concluded.
to those with less. It is pathetic how little was
has done is make online applications free, "to
donated by Colby students towards the Katrina
remove one possible barrier for students who
Relief effort. Either students here are comStudent Viewpoints
are applying who worry about costs." And, as
pletely oblivious to how difficult life cari . be
Beverage pointed out, "We certainly, travel to
with no money and no home, or they simply
areas where there are students whose families
Asking about class provoked a range of don 't care.
are not terribly affluent."
viewpoints and issues. Most every student
"There is almost no diversity at Colby.
However, the problem remains. It is impor- mentioned peer insensitivity as an issue. Many Some of the people here (but not a remotely
tant to note that though the financial aid Colby others pushed that while this is a problem at representative amount) do come from poor
gives is comparable to that of other NESCAC Colby, it is also a problem in our country at families and had to fight their way into college.
schools, Colby's endowment trails significant- large. Said Dan Dewey-Mattia '08,
ly behind. Colby's $425 million endowment
"Colby is the result of rich-white-American
Continued on next page translates to $202, 020 per student, making it privilege and has very little ethnic or econom-

Colby By the Numbers
Colby reflects these national findings.
"There's, maybe a general assumption, that
students ; at NESCAC .schools, are well-to- '
do," said Associate Dean Mark Serdjenian.
The evidence supports this: The national
percentage of students attending four-year,
private institutions who receive financial aid
from any source is 83 percent (National
Center for Education Statistics 2003-2004
National Postsecondary Student Aid Study).
In comparison, 56 percent of Colby 's 2008
first-year class received some sort of aid in
paying their $41,770 tuition (for 40 percent

...we never had enough money
even f o rborees^enfMs.
By Jaime Palmer
CUSS OF 2009

. My parents were never married and never
went to college (my mother never even graduated high school). By most people's standards
I had a rough childhood. Both parents were
involved in drugs and there was domestic violence between my mother and my sister. (I
honestl y I don 't remember it being so bad. I
was a happy kid .) As a result, we never had
enough money, even for bare essentials. When
I lived with both my parents we would go to a
food bank for non-perishable food items (by
the way, if you 're ever donating to a food bank
to get free admission someplace, please don 't
unload the can of old pumpkin pie filling. No
one eats that.) When my sister went to a group
home 1 went to live with my father at my
grandmother 's house. If it weren 't for her, we
would have been homeless, Luckily, as long as
my grandmother was alive we would have a
place to live,
Okay fast-forward to college app lications,
Since my father didn 't make enough that year
to have to file taxes, he refused to do it. So, I
did it to the best of my ability so I could fill
out the FAFSA. I knew that the onl y way I was
going to school was if some magical college
out there offered me nearly all of the tuition in
grants. I would loan out as much as I could,
but I needed a LOT of help, no question.
Obviously, Colby was that magical school and
here I am, grateful foreyery opportunity given
to me.
Okay, so, to get to the mutter at hand, is
closs an issue at Colby. I was worried before I
caine. I expected to be going to school with
the girls off of MTV 's "Super Sweet Sixteen ".
When I first talked to my roommates, they
described to me all the nice things they were
bringing to share (TV, refrigerator, DVD player) I felt ashamed I had nothing of value to
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'They are...literally unaware of the hands that f eed them. ^

fordablc or that spring break tri ps arc
beyond my reach , but I think the difference
CUSS OF 2006
between me and some other students is ™
that I appreciate such things. What I !
Class here is weird , you can 't really peg it see as an extravagant Jan-Plan class is
down because not everyone shows it , So seen as standard issue for other kids.
many gaudy snobs flaunt it, but then there They assume that for some classes you
are other people that don 't who are ever have to buy a book, and for others you
richer, and people who fake it because there pay a few thousand-dollar fee, both
normal , wnereas
arc only so many ways to
when 1 pay for a
show it: I think he's lame,
serious
Jan-Plan "
not rich, There are cars
class
I
understand
and vacations and stuff
where (hut money
like that , but the whole
conies from and '
Colby scene is so messed
conscious
I' m
up that everything is cir(.62l
(..'„a/f*
x>
K.J
enough
to relied I
cumstantial. The only way
on
that
fact.
to know the real deal is to
j
of shuienlM in I ho (Has:; of
Some people '
see where someone actu20O8 receive no financial
here really don 't
ally comes from , which
understand , can 't underassistance in pay ing
we rarely do. As a result,
stand , what money
I' ve conditioned myself to
tuition.
means to others , They
assume that money is not
are so blinded by (heir
on issue for anyone until it
prep schools and their
is explicitly proven.
It's all so relative, too. I receive financial camps and by Colby itself that they aren 't
aid, but I'm not poor; my dad is a lawyer and able to comprehend the lives of the people
my mom teaches. Yet that puts me in the that serve our food—literally unaware of the
hands that feed them. They have no clue
lower tax brackets here.
From my experience as a middle-class how silly they sound standing in line comguy, it's not that Jan-Plan programs are unaf- plaining about how the rain ruined their time
By Kyle Ross

oifer. I know for a fact they don 't hold it
against me, they 're great roommates, but I
thought about it.
Another class issue would be name-brand
clothing. Almost all of my clothes are from a
thrift store and I don't have a problem with
that , 1 do have some name-brand things that
were given to me by a wealthy distant family
member (i.e. an Adidas sweater). 1 notice that
most of the people hero wear brands that I
could never afford. I notice what they 're wearing which leads me to believe they notice what
I am not wearing. I also cannot afford a cell
phone, which provides an awkward situation
when someone asks for my number and I
don 't have one or if I can't call a friend's
number because it's long distance and I ran
out of minutes on my calling card,
Everyone here is very cordial and polite , I
doubt anyone here will directly bring up a
class issue to me or anyone else for that matter. The class system at Colby is in the subtleties. I notice that most students are richer
than me, but it doesn't have an adverse effect
on me. I don't mind. I'm just lucky to be here,

at the Cape while the shoulders of the person
bring ing them food are soaked from taking
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out the trash.
The only (hing to say about this is that
Colby does do a good job of subduing closs,
of veiling it , making it a non-issue. While on
campus, class, from what I' ve noticed , is a
minor deal. Money isn 't too necessary,
dorm s are dorms, food is food , clothes r the
status symbols they are - are clothes. You
have to look closely, almost have ,to get to
know someone, before his or her wealth
becomes u noticeable issue,
.

,

issues at Colby
y : :j_
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In such a wealth-infested environment it is no
wonder they feel isolated by their experiences.
We should talk about their situation within
the context of a country and education system
where the rich get richer and the poor get poorer, while trying to diminish the irrelevance of
the secluded and privileged college they
attend."
When asked about class, many students
immediately brought up race, Some said the
issues with which class is inextricably tied.
Others disagreed.
"Class is not the same as race issues. Nor is
class determined by one factor. A person 's
class is determined by economic status, education, family business, and social connections,

and how he views himself in the system of running our nation," wrote Shelley Payne '09.
Other students discussed class assumptions
made about them that were not in relation to
race.
"What bothers me particularly here at Colby
is that many people assume because you are
from a middle- to upper-class family that that
family is there to support you financially.
Although I' m sure many times this is the case,
responsible parents aren't always willing to
write blank checks to their kids. Even the professors don't understand this. Many parents 1
know give their sons or daughters just enough
money to pay for school expenses. Yet in seminars professors ask students to bring food, buy

^Yv y IL

things for presentations or incur other miscellaneous expenses. Other students expect that
you be able to go to Pad Thai whenever possible, or order late night pizza and chip in. "Yes,
they may be able to afford to attend here, but
air those little things above and beyond the
tuition bill add up quickly. Many students feel
pressured to have a disposable income, and
that's just not possible," wrote Greg Lusk '06.'
Mostly, though, students mentioned concrete things, examples that make them aware
of class on a daily basis.
"I think that one thing that is noticeably
inconsistent with Colby's attempt to even the
financial playing field is Jan Plan. The abroad
programs for JanPlan are incredible oppontuni-

2004 Survey of Entering First-Year Students:
Parental Income as Estimated by Students

Part of the college experience... is to make good f riendn
ships... that will last and supp ort when the f loorf allsout
<S cT

By Patrick Benton
CLASS OF 2007

Class at Colby is about as distinct us anywhere. Class is in the clothes people wear, the
things they buy, and the cars they drive, But ,
that 's true everywhere.
People can't be fooled by the symbols of
class—goodness and truth are found throughout, and it's no truer that people in the lower
class are universally filled with enmity, as it is
that they have a lock on virtue. I don 't think
any large group would get along without
small-group dynamics, and that's class.
The real battle doesn't exist between students nt Colby—class and the Colby student is
less relevant to me than class and the Colby
employee, class and the Waterville resident,
and class and the Colby suppliers. Class sure
doesn 't seem to affect how the individual student is educated in that it doesn't affect what

classes we're allowed to take, food we're
allowed to eat, or where we're able to live
unless we choose to do so by the identity
we construct for ourselves. The danger lies
in the erosion of class mobility - this college is part of the mechanism that is supposed to protect class mobility and we must
do due diligence in making sure that prudent people lower socially are able to use it
and that less-cnlightencd people higher
socially aren't able to abuse it.
People complain that things like lines are
unfair because Mommy and Daddy can bail
some kids out. The same sort of thing exists
in the real world. Why am I not upset?
Some very good benefactors are paying for
my education, and, when I found myself in
trouble last year, some very loving benefactors
helped me out of it. Part of Ihe college experience in America is to make good friendships,
and, hopefully, friendships that will last and
support when the floor falls out. No friendship

of mine has ever been affected negatively by
class.
People in the upper class may have it easier,
but if life were easy, we'd all be pricking ourselves just for the entertainment of the pain.

ties, but only if you have
online were praised.
two thousand or so dollars
The fact that workto spare. There is no fundstudy is limited to
ing available for estabtwelve hours a week
lished Colby
abroad
was a bone
programs for JanPlan. The
of contention. Even
available funding is
punishments
for
P
through outside organizainfractions were tartions, major specific, arid
geted, with people
of first-year students in 2004 saying an automatic
extremely limited. It really
ostracizes students without wlio estimated their parents'
fine system was unfair
this additional income, and income to be $200,000 or over even if community
limits the course to students
service was an option
that come from affluent
for those who can't
families." wrote Lauren
afford to pay:
Pongan '09.
"Our whole 'fine as
"Class is not an issue on the surface of punishment' systern only hurts the people who
things at Colby; as a lower-middle class stu- can't afford to pay it... for the average rich kid
dent, I've found I can have great relationships at Colby those fines just end up as part of their
with people of higher classes. However, class parents' tuition bill... for someone who lives
differences become verv apparent when one from week to week off the measly paycheck
digs into deeper issues. While my friends can they make working at the library a $100 drinkr
be camp counselors or work at Staples three ing fine is a back-breaker," said Jake Hanin
' '
hours a week during the summer, E'U be work- '07 .' ¦:¦ ¦ '
ing a full-time job and waitressing. I don 't
People, it seemed, had given this issue a lot
care that I didn't know what Seven jeans are, of thought.
or that a Lily dress is actually a brand, not a
dress made of lily-print fabric. But I DO care
that I'm not able to have the same opportuni- The Future of Class at Colby
ties as my wealthier friends. Instead of taking
interesting internships or a fun job, I have to
The general consensus among those who
do whatever pays the most. Most of them responded was that how we perceive class on
have to work, but only because their parents Mayflower Hill needs to change. That's no
want them to have a job, hot because they small task, and the first step is raising awareHAVE to earn a certain amount If I don 't ness about the issue.
make enough money this summer, I don't get
"We need to promote greater sensitivity to
to go to school next year," wrote Sally those differences, and it's not a symmetrical
Drescher '09.
sensitivity. Students who come from families
Students who responded pointed to many of considerable means need to be aware." said
things, big and small, that they felt were President William D. Adams, adding. "I welexamples of insensitivity to economic differ- come suggestions about how we talk about this
ences. Many students cited the fan Plan pro- as an institution."
Perhaps the most important change that
grams and the cap on work-study hoursn as
mentioned before. Some complained that the could occur in the next few years is an increase
Jitney's podr service meant that one basically ' in me fihahciaraid 'ehdowment,'which can then
had to have a private car to get off of campus be used to bring more economic diversity to
and into Waterville, let alone Portland or campus. This weekend the College will kickBoston. It was noted that when buses are pro- off its most ambitious capital campaign ever.
vided, it's for shopping trips in Freeport. Already having secured $106 million, the camPeople have problems with Colby's "four year paign aims to receive a total of $235 million by
philosophy" that requires a student to spend completion. A major pillar of the campaign is a
four years at the school regardless of credit goal to raise $50 million for need-based finanrequirements. Teachers who don't put books cial aid from its current
_. Administrators
for their courses on reserve were criticized, say he amount raised will directly affect the
while the rare teachers who sent out booklists makeup of this campus in the generations to
ahead of time so students could look for them come.
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Dane Cook gwsses

this week
THURSDAY, OCT 20

Presents" and the 2005 MTV Video
Music Awards. His sophomore
STAFFWRITER
album "Revelation" peaked at #4 on
the Billboard charts; and he's curDane Cook's recent Colby appear- rently in the movie "Waiting'' starring Ryan Reynolds.
ance broke a Jot of rules.
The crowd at the "Wadsworth
've
been
living
For one, unless you
Gymnasium
on Oct, 14 was a mix of
under a rock for the last month or so
(or in the Alfond Apartments, where Colby students and people from
you're equally cut off from civiliza- everywhere else. The farthest place I
tion), you've seen signs all over cam- heard from which people had come
pus saying, "Dane Cook Sold Out," was California. Cook only did a one"No More Tickets " or "Did I hour set, but no one appeared to
Mention Dane Cook's Sold Out?" regret the trip to Waterville or even
This marked the first concert in the two hour long wait in line.
To start the night off, fellow
recent memory f o rwhich every avail*
comedian
Jay Davis came Out to
about
half
able ticket, 2500 in all and
by non-Colby buyers, for Student warm up the crowd. Davis got things
Programming Board 's annual big going with his recollections of playconcert was sold. Last year's Ben ing "Hide The Meds" on his 71-yearFolds concert didn 't sell half as many old neighbor, naming a hurricane
tickets, despite Folds' national cult after an ex-girlfriend and a nasty
joke about being in a man's locker
following.
Also, it's unusual for the Concert room. I can't say exactly what the
& Live Music Committee to invite a joke was; all I can say is that it
stand-up comedian. The Committee involved a belt lashing. If you
was actually planning on having yet weren't there, use your imagination.
Dane Cook then came on to a
another band play the big concert,_ hut
that band backed out of thedeal when standing ovation from the crowd. He
they decided to record another album. got the crowd started with his banter
Fortunately, the window of opportu- on growing up Catholic. People who
nity opened to get Dane Cook on have heard Cook's album "Harmful
campus, and no one on the Committee When Swallowed" were already
familiar with it, but if was still great
will ever look back.
Cook has been a stand-up comedi- hearing it live, especially when he
an since 1992, but has hit the big ended the sketch by saying, "Just kidtime recently with appearances on ding—I'm Jewish!"
He spent the first half doing bits on
shows including "The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno " "Comedy Central everyday things with which most peo-

lining comedian, butt the crowd definitely
wanted more. Special thanks go to SPB's
Concert and Live Music Committee,"
who really hit a home run with this concert/They solidified the idea that concerts
can packa lot of power, even ifthey don't
necessarily include live music.

By DAN BURKE

• Gendered TranscuHuratioii
in Six Feet Under
4:30 p.m.
Roberts/SmiuVRobbins
• Meathead Films 2005 Ski
Movie "Born from Ice"
7:30 p.m.
Keyes/105
FRIDAY, OCT.21
• International Coffee Clour
4:30-6 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
• Coffee House: Ibassttintand
the China Band
9 p.m.
Mary Low Coffeehouse
SATURDAY, OCX 22
• Trustees and Campaign
Event: Connecting Colby to
the Community
11 a.m.
1
Lovejoy/100
• Trusteesand Campaign
Events: Toursof the Museum
of Art
11 a.m.
Art Museum/Entire Museum
SUNDAY, OCT. 3
* Halloween Extravaganza
12 p.m.
Cotter Union/131 Page
* Colby Symphony Orchestra
7:30 p.m.
Lorimer Chapel

Beer Review
AUTUMN ALES

The Chris Guy, obviously aware of appreciate the rich flavor of the
how Birchby operates. The group Halloween Ale. "I can't finish this
STAF WRITER
consensus oa the Autumn Ale was either," she said. "Oh come on,"jibed
deliciousness, except for Smithson, The Chris Guy. "Drink with me."
It was a little blustery last week so who pussed out and left his wounded (This is not the first time The Chris
I decided to grab some autumn ales soldier on the coffee table.
Guy has encouraged a girl to drink
with a higher alcohol content to warm
Next up was the Gritty's more.) Smithson accepted the chalthings up a bit. Joining me this week Halloween Ale. The panelistsWere lenge. "The more I drink this the
in enjoying Gritty McDuffs immediately unimpressed. "This more I like it," she added.
Halloween Ale and Geary's Autumn packs less punch—a less distinctive
No one really liked the Gritty's,
Ale were Jonathan Ashcroft '06, taste than the Geary's," noticed except for Blanksteen, and even he
Sarah Smithson '06, Jonathan Ashcroft. "But I would go so iar as to admitted the Geary's was better.
Blanksteen '07 and, of course, Chris say that it surpasses Molson XXX." Ashcroft put it well: "I'd feel a lot
"The Chris Guy" Hussoniello '06. I'd Ashcroft, continued to rip on the better if the order had gone the other
like to mention that at no point during Gritty's. "I guess it's a little better way." We were all pretty disappointthis beer review did I consume or than Natty, but only a little." ed with the Halloween Ale, especialpossess alcohol, as stipulated by my Blanksteen trien defended the beer: "I ly from a microbrew as good as
bail restrictions.
think if I pissed in your mouth you'd Gritty's. Taking it to a vote, the
When I walked into Foster and like it better than this beer." "At least Geary's swept it, five votes to zero.
Blanksteen's West Quad triple with your piss would be fresh. This has Mike says hi.
two six packs, Blanksteen declared, been sitting on a shelf," replied
shaking his head, "This will not help Ashcroft. Touche. Smithson did not
my studying." The panelists popped
oj>enjlte_^^Js_Aj^mn..A|e_first
"This beer kind of tastes like
autumn," began Ashcroft, "It's cold
outside today and the beer is cold."
Blanksteen was next to comment,
saying that he was "impressed." "I
51 Bay St>"C'M • Window, M^me
like this," he added. "This is pretty
intense ," commented Smithson,
unaccustomed to drinking nonWe will match any of our competitor 's deals!
Natty-quality beer. "I honestly am
not going to be able to finish this."
Mon-Satltam-npiriW 6 ^ e' IVe >" Sun. Noon-I Opm
Ashcroft continued, "I feel like if I
drank a lot of this I would wind up in
Birchby 's bed, because he'd know I
was drunk and try to take me home."
"But you're not a freshman," added

On Screen Fri. Oct 21through
Thurs. Oct 27
COURTESY OF FRED FIELDS

Dane Cook discusses arguing couples, car crashes and, of course, fellatio.
pie are generally familiar. He played
on people's fascination with car crashes by talking about how everyone at
the scene has'the same conversation:
"I was in the kitchen and I heard the
crash .. .so I came out."
His most hilarious bit was on
arguing couples in public places.Jhe
crowd seemed to crack up instantly
when he talked about being in a
restaurant, hearing a couple arguing
and sitting in a separate booth saying, "Hey guys, you gotta listen to
this!" Additionally, the audience
loved his monologue about a dream
pet, one that people look at and say,
"Dane, you can't own that pet!
That's dangerous!" It got more gruesome when he began elaborating on

having a pet ram that would attack
his visitors in the lower regions like
a dog.
His act became even more profane
when he began discussing sex. His
jokes on fellatio would probably make
Eminem blush. The last quarter of his
act was so sexually explicit that it's
surprising he wasn't featured in the
movie "The Aristocrats." The audience was nonetheless enthralled with
Cook's commentary on what everyone
knows but won't tell. The-audience as
a whole was really digging the sketch,
although they'll probably never think
of the "Mario Brothers" theme song or
cashews the same way again.
Cook only did a one-hour comedy
sketch. That is normal length for a head-

NORTH COUNTRY
R Nightly at 4:40, 7:00 and
9:20.; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 12:00 noon and 2:20
EVERYTHING IS ILLUMINATED
PG-13 Nightly at 1: 10; also
matinees Sat. and Sun. at 3:10
PROOF
PG-13 Nightly at 5:10 and
9:10; also matinees Sat., and
Sun, at 1:10
A HISTORY OF VIOLENCE
R Nightly at 5:20, 7:20 and
9:20; also matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 1:20 and 3.-20

Movie review: "Proof ' that you can 't
produce Oscar winners through formula

By PATlIZOTTE

Wins low
HOUSE OF PIZZA
207-872-0773
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Check out these limited time lunch gpecialg
Pork Tenderloin over rice or caesar salad..3.99
Lg. Steak and Cheese— .
...3.99
«a
i^pteattont at G«mrUnhaiitikhy fMty;Oett»bBfSst.
Chicken and Broccoli Stir Fry.
4.99
,rt»
12-2PNNHffly«ttt
IVkey Wrap t
. ........3.99
Ham Wrap
3.99
MonayforColege.
Grilled Chicken Caesar Wrap....
-3.99
T1w/brryUcorrentt|or fit^g tlzBablelonusesof up to
Chicken Fettuccini Alfredo w/garlic bread.4.99
$21000.
\ntMnto f a t ^btim&)W iwip&if kityto
Lg. Tuna sub
...3,99
*
$70,000 for coHcgathroughrbcMwtigooiery
GJ Oilaftd
Lg. MeatbalUub..
. .3.99
AnsyMkgsRnl
up
to
Or youcouldpa^back $65,000cf qwirylngstu
Lg. Chicken Farm.....
...3.99
Mkmte ^tokBf ilmfy iifw&f m s m.Chicken-salad
Salad
3.99
roMtufmn,ctl (20/) 873-2591
Greek Salad w/grilled chicken
4.99
Please
this , Bated Haddock
....
4.99
, V ; recycle
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By MATTTHOMAS
STAFF WR ITER

Rating: 2 out of 5 stars
Well, it's that time in Hollywood
again. You know...the fall, when we
start receiving the usual crop of
assembly line-manufactured vehicles for A-list actors that have the
sole purpose of winning over audiences and MPAA (Motion Picture
Association of America) judges
come Oscar season. Big star + bigname director + Eurocentric world
view of history = winner, right?
Apparently so, but I digress. If you
put Michael Schumacher and a 10cylinder Formula 1 engine in a busted Pinto, do you have a sure-shot
Grand Prix winner?
Regardless, that's just the way
Hollywood works, and rounding out
this year's selection of such calculated Oscar bids is "Proof." Everything
about this film screams "give me an
Oscar"—it 's adapted from an
acclaimed Broadway play by David
Auburn, Gwyneth Paltrow is cast as
the lead, and the director, John
Madden, is the same guy who helmed
her
Oscar-winning
turn
in
"Shakespeare In Love." But like too
much obvious Oscar fluff, this is a
film whose parts add up to a negative
sum (cliched as that sounds).
Paltrow plays Catherine, a college
dropout who has spent the past few
years caring for her mentally-ill
father Robert (Anthony Hopkins),
once a brilliant mathematician at the
University of Chicago. When her
father dies, Catherine finds herself
boxed in by her sister Claire (Hope
Davis), who wants to sell the house
and bring her back to New York.
Meanwhile, Robert's geeky student
Hal (Jake Gyllenhaal) is scanning his
old notebooks for any mathematical
insights that he made before death.
When Catherine reveals to Hal and
Claire a notebook containing a
groundbreaking new proof regarding
prime numbers, which she claims to
have written, neither believes her.
Furthermore, Claire suggests that she
has inherited her father 's mental
instability, and Catherine starts second-guessing herself.
Miscasting is definitely this film's
biggest problem. Let's be honest,
here-can anyone really see Gwyneth
Paltrow playing a lonely, misanthropic closet g«nius? Well, she did play
the role on stage in London, so she
has experience, but I simply could no)
find her believable here—her characterization of Catherine makes the
answer to the film's central conflict
far too obvious. More appalling, how-

ever,
is
Anthony .
Hopkins—aside from the
logical contradiction that
a British actor plays an
American mathematician
without ever attempting
an American accent,
Hopkins hams it up as
usual. Then there's Jake
Gy llenhaal—someone
needs to tell him that a
WWW.YAH00.MOVIES.COM
skuzzy appearance doesPaltrow and Gy llanhaal in "Proof. "
n't make him look like a
math geek. And Hope
Davis .p lays Claire as a cold-hearted seems to be obsessed with giving us
bitch rather than a concerned older fancy helicopter-cam shots of
sibling, which seems inappropriate .
Chicago and long pans around the
Still, "Proof is a very interesting University campus as if to say, "Look
story, and with Auburn himself adapt- at all the beautiful stuff I can put on
ing the play for the screen, at least the screen!" Eith er he thinks he's making
film has the touch of his creative an epic about the University of
input. This movie raises the age-old Chicago, or (more likel y) he just can't
question of^disfinguisTiihg betweeh present^Qtherihe ~as~ an- intriguing
insanity and genius, a, distinction character and is giving us wonderful
blurred by the "mad geniuses" we cinematography to compensate. Ebert
know from pop culture—Vincent Van (who graduated from this university)
Gogh, Jackson Pollock , Ernest may be won over by this approach ,
Kurt
Cobain but I can 't be bothered to do more
Hemingway,
(wait...never mind). But John than ask, "So what?"
Perhaps I' m biased because I hapMadden fails to take advantage of the
possibilities that the material offers. A pened to see "Proof on Broadway,
character-driven movie like this must but comparisons aside, this film just
immerse audiences in Catherine 's doesn 't add up (oops, used that
world and let us understand her pres- awful pun again) to anything more
sure and pain. But "Proof won't let than a wasted effort.
us do that, because Madden instead
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Going saf e ly insane: Blackf riar
troup e p erf ormsRICHARDM

SPOTLIGHT ON THE A$TS

Dan Lake '06

By KRIS MARANDA

By MATTHEW SAB1NMATSWMOTO

STAFF WRITER

This past Wednesday I was
iambic pantameterly thrilled to
attend a Shakespearean performance of Richard III at our own
Strider jTheater.
The Blackfriar Stage Company is
the touring troupe of the American
Shakespeare Center, "a national
Shakespeare resource for audiences,
actors, students, scholars, and edvr
cators" in Virginia. For nearly two
decades they 've traveled America
and Europe performing plays and
hosting workshops; most recently,
VWW.SHENANDOAHSHAKESPEARE.COM
they put on three shows in as many , The Blackfriar Stage Company puts on a thrillingperformance.
nights at our own Strider Theater.
Perhaps two of the more striking going to be watching them, serves to
With my previous Shakespeare exposure limited to reading three plays in ori ginal practices are giving each lessen the knowledge that we're "just
high school (seeing none actuall y per- actor multiple parts, and having the watching a play."
Novelist Karen Traviss says:
formed) and a recent chance viewing same li ghting for the audience as
like dreams, is where we can
"Fiction,
of "10 Things I Hate About You," I onstage . I was initiall y leery of the
decided to check out Friday 's pro duc- latter (and still have reservations), go safely insane." The villainous
tion of "Richard III ," about one man's but 1 think it gave the night a some- Richard himself was portrayed by
bloody rise to and fall from kingship how friendlier, more comfortable Andrew Gorell to just such an effect,
during the War of Roses. I was not at atmosphere, and it's equally impor- with wonderful moments of borderline
tant to thrust staging for direct audi- hysterical plotting and ranting, a quick
all disappointed.
Noteworthy is the ASC's adherence ence contact. As for the former, mind and quicker tongue, and great
to what are referred to as "original "Richard" has 52 speaking parts, cornedic timing (I'm sure others recall
practices," production conventions divided among 10 actors on the night his "HA!"). The role had quieter
typical during Shakespeare 's day. in question , which allows the actors moments too, like when Richard
feigned humility and moderation.
Apart from "the SHAM Eless hawking to show off their range.
of MERchandise!" (as glee full y
And such range! From noble lady Throughout, Gorell radiated a fierce
announced by trouper Tyler Moss), to simple footman, the entire cast was energy that really pulled me, at least,
these include live ori ginal music flexible , solid and, most importantly, into his character's slightly nutty, ultibefore, during and after the play ; entertaining. Two assassins with dif- mately tragic tale. Another of my
"thrust staging" to facilitate "direct fering moral compasses (Christopher favorite "safely insane" roles was
audience contact" (seating on three Seller and Alyssa Wilmoth) were par- Margaret (Jessica Marcus), widow to
sides of the stage to increase audience ticularly fun, especially considering one of Richard's victims. The scorned,
involvement, often as "extras" to that they were unnamed , minor char- bitter, and rather wordy prophetess
applaud, cheer and such); and nearly- acters. Speaking of unnamed and might have seemed slightly over the
bare sets with only the most necessary minor, 1 always wonder how actors top to some, but I loved her. The conprops, demanding imagination of the on the sidelines pull off those silent tempt she could express through her
audience and putting more emphasis conversations, sparing no effort in voice—wow.
In short, the troupe brought
on the actors' performances. That's their expressions and gestures even
while
the
main
action
is
taking
place
Shakespeare's
old words, so dense
always good—when you enj oy a
show even without seeing much that away from them: Coupled with direct and confusing just on paper, to brilwe take for granted in TV or movies, audience contact , such apparently liant life. Check out www.shenanyou real ly know the cast and material complete immersion in such roles, doahshakespeare.com for more cast
are something special.
even when people aren 't necessarily and production info.
I
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CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Dressed in the typical Colby
Eight outfit—a pressed white shirt
with a tie—Dan Lake 06' wiped the
rain from his hair as he sang with
the group to entertain
the faithful , football
fans during the Mules'
most recent home
game. In his fourth
year as a member of
the Colby Eight, Lake
is accustomed to such
wet concerts: "It's not
exactly
the most
enjoyable thing, but
we just deal with it"
Although Lake was
not a member of an a
cappella group in high
school, he has been
singing for as long as
he can remember; "My
mom probably had
something to do with Dan Lake
it, but I have just sort
of always enjoyed
singing." When he first arrived at
Colby, he decided to give a cappella a try, auditioning for several of
the groups on campus. "I joined the
Eight because of their tradition,''
Lake said.
Now, as a senior member of the
group, and its president for the past
two years, Lake is active in overseeing the group's finances and
arranging new songs. Most recently,
Lake arranged the Doobie Brothers
"Black Water." "I'm pretty excited
about this song," Lake said, "It's
a

been sounding really good in our
rehearsals." Showing a desire to
incorporate all sorts of songs into
the group's repertoire, Lake 's list of
arranged songs include: Weird Al
Yancovik's "Since You've Been
Gone" and The Who 's "Pinball
Wizard." In discussing his time
with the group, Lake continually

Luckily, for those truly attached to
the group, there is life after , the
Colby Eight—alum of the group
can join the After Eight, an a cappella group composed of former
members that performs in the
greater Boston area. .
Before corning to Colby, Lake
performed in several musicals and
made many short films;
"Whenever I had a project in high school, I
would try to convince
my teachers to let me
make a movie." Among
the many iilms-he made,
his favorite remains the
"Super Potato Chip
Man," a piece of film
noire he put together in
the fifth grade. To this
day, Lake complains
about not getting the
opportunity to make a
Potato Chip Man sequel,
but is putting his film
experience to use this
semester—with
four
0ANA EISENBERG/THECOLBTECHO
other
students,
he
is
'06.
making a documentary
on the game of bingo.
The project is still in the early
stressed the comradely and positive dynamic of the group ; phases and will not le finished until
"Generally, the idea of having a late spring. Lake is active in all elerehearsal at ten at night is not too ment of making the film, from
exciting, but with this group, I research and field "work to editing.
often find myself happy to go."
Lake hopes to show his film on
"Being , so close, one of the campus once the film is completed.
toughest things is seeing the seniors To see Lake sing, catch him and the
leave each year," Lake said. "Last rest of the Colby at their Spa conyear during senior week, when 'we cert ,on Thursday* Dec. 8. And for
were singing for the last time as a that performance,you won't have to
full group, several of the members worry about battling the elements.
were clearly shaken by the thought
of things coming to an end."
'

.

STAFF WRITER

"As human beings, we must work
to better ourselves, our families and
our world. Each one of us has a
responsibility to make this world
pwceTul,"^id''Misf""Lo'sang"Samten
to a crowd of wide-eyed spectators.
From Oct. 11 until the ' dismantling
ceremony on Oct. 15, the Colby community was privy to the creation of an
authentic sand mandala in our very
own art museum.
Losang, a renowned Tibetan mandala artist, worked patientl y fro m 10
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. each day,
deli ghting in the fascinated crowds
and passionately sharing his culture
and most personal beliefs with them.
Having attended the Tibetan Institute
of Performing Arts , Losang received
his Master of Buddhist Sutra and
Tantra in 1985. lie also founded the
Tibetan
Buddhist
centers
in
Philadelphia , Hartford , lil Paso and
Reno. He has been asked to disp lay
his art form at places such :is New
York's Metropolitan Museum of
Natural History, lie has t raveled
extensivel y, generousl y sharing his
extensive knowledge of B uddhist
philosop hy, meditation and .sacred art
forms with society.
As I watched Losang create his
sand mandala with painstaking detail
and care, I was both fascimited and
overjoyed that I had this type of view-

partakes in this meditative art form, he is supported by the spirit of the
entire world.
This particular creation , which was a
Mandala of Compassion,
holds profound and distinct meaning, Each grain
of sand , ornate design
"and vibrant color is intentional and symbolic.
There are five colors
within the mandala and
five Buddhist symbols
surrounding it, ' each one
representing one of the
elements (space, fire , air,
water and earth). The
central lotus signifies
compassion.
Perhaps the most
important quality of the
mandala was its impermanence. Destined to be
NOAU mtas/mr. coiar ECHO
dismantled
from the
Losang Satntcn patiently at work.
beginning, the mandala
represents the fleeting
nig opportunity. It was the kind of nature of things. Losang explained
experience that reaffirmed my deci- that, "We must understand impermasion to attend Colby, as 1 was sur- nence and accept change. This is when
rounded by countless interested and we can truly be happy and compasopen-minded people , Bach day we sionate." This impermanence, he says,
watched us the masterpiece took form illustrates that "each one of us lias a
and slowl y gained color and life . As wonderful and beautiful life, but it
he worked with overwhelming care never lasts forever. We must give back
and patience , Losang explained that to the environment and our world."
On Saturday at 2 p.m., a crowd
Ihe creation of a sand mandula is a
truly .spiritual endeavor. When one gathered to partake in the dismantling

,:, ' ff Travel Free! ; .
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process. We recited a Buddhist mantra
for compassion, listened to both inspirational and incredibly funny stories,
and witnessed the sacred dismantling
process. While I had mixed emotions
about seeing such a beautiful and intricate sand mandala be destroyed,
Losang's explanation and acceptance
of-thViitual \vas~incredibly_ calming.
As he chanted, he took sand from each
symbol and had spectators draw eight
lines through the mandala towards the
central lotus. Eventuall y, he invited
everyone to take a pinch of sand while
he swept the rest into a vase and headed the procession towards Johnson
Pond. We watched in awe as Losand
poured the sand into the pond , returning it to the earth. It was a truly peaceful process, which put life in
perspective for all of us involved.
The entire experience was interactive and thrilling for everyone who
partook in it. From his daily work in
the art museum, to his fascinating lecture on the evening of Oct. 13, to the
dismantling ceremony on Saturday,
Losang's enthusiasm, knowledge and
beliefs enthralled and touched our
community. 1 am truly grateful f or the
opportunity to be involved in the creation of such a sacred and meaning ful
piece of ait. I believe I' ve come out ol
it wiser, more informed and significantl y more relaxed. When asked
about his experience at Colby, Losang
said, "It was wonderful. What [ can do
for you here is such a precious gill."
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Tibetan mandala artist Losang Samten
teaches Colby the art of impermanence
By MAYAKLAUBER
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PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOL FAIR
M ONDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2005
3:30 p .m.-5: 30 p .m.
Cotter Union, Colby College
Admissions representatives: from over 90
institutions TOtyiiig in siae, program specialties,
and geographic locations, willbe on-hand to
distribute literature, answer questions, and
prjorvidie useful informatiori. Fields related to aits
and sciences, kw, public policy international
affairs, bTisiness, medicine, and social services
will be represented.
Curious about who 's coming? Need moredetails?
Visit
wvwi:o]byj edu7caKercer^^^

Qr call207-872-3343
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
Sponso red by ihe Off ice of Career Services
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Volleyball travels to Maryland and
takes on defending national champs
30-26). Mariah Daly '06, Adams and
Devlin all had 11 kills in the match.
Cleaver finished with eight kills and
Colby volleyball went on an excur- 20 digs, Kirby had 25 digs, and
sion to Maryland this weekend to par- Lawrence finished with 35 assists, 16
ticipate in the McDartiel College digs and six aces.
Green Terrier Tournament. After
After losing a hard fought match
defeating Moravian
against Juniata ,
College and Salisbury
Colby
played
State Friday night,
Marymount
on
the team went on to
Saturday in the
face
defending
third place match.
national champion
Taking Marymount
and current secondin five games (30ranked
Juniata
20, 25-3Q, 30-26,
College in a semifinal
27-30, 15-11), the
match in the champiteam improves to
onship
bracket.
23-2 overall and is
Though Colby fell to
6-0 this season in
Juniata in a 1-3 (30five-game matches.
25, 30-22, 30-23)
"We played inconnTatch~Trpeaptain^
—sistently-but—were
Caitlin Cleaver '06
Candice Parent still able to win,
expressed her enthuproving our mental
Head Coach
siasm for her team's
toughness and
great effort: "I am
perseverance , "
proud of the team for taking a game Cleaver commented. The win against
from them and keeping the other three Marymount put the women in third
games that we lost close in score. place overall at the tournament
Kendall Kirby '07 did an amazing job amongst 12 participating schools,
defending against Juniata and every- behind Juniata and Seton Hall
one picked up the level of play."
University. Cleaver was voted onto
In the 3-2 win over Moravian (30- the all-tournament team.
13,. 28-30, 31-29, 25-30, 15-11), last
With two weeks of regular season
week's New England Small College play remaining, Colby is currently
Athletic Conference player of the undefeated in conference play, with
week, Jenny Lawrence '09, had 53 hopes of hosting the NESCAC chamassists, 13 defensive digs and six ser- pionship tournament. The women are
vice aces. Tri-Captain Megan Devlin also currently ranked first in the most
'06 had 18 kills, 17 digs and four aces recent New England Division III poll.
on the match, as Tri-Captain Kaitlin
"Destiny is in our own hands in
Adams '06 tallied 18 kills on the regards to hosting the NESCAC,
night. Cleaver had another great which I really like I hate when you
match with 17 kills and 26 digs. First- have to rely on someone else in order
year Meredith Lawler '09 had a career for things to go the way you want
high 12 kills to go along with three them to. We like where we're sitting,"
blocks on the match.
commented Head Coach Candice
In Colby's second match Friday Parent. Colby will participate in the
evening, the team defeated Salisbury Smith College tournament this comState in three games (30-27, 30-23, ing weekend
By LAURA WILLIAMSON
; STAFF WRITER

Destiny is in our
own hands in
regards to hosting the NESCAC,
which I really
like...we like
where we're sitJtmg^_
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About 40 people participated in this year 's Hurry for Habitat. Abbi Lathrop '06 won for the women white Fete Lagos '06 wonfor the men.
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Men 's and women s rugby each gain two( wins
By WALTER CAMPBELL
STAFF W RITER -

Although the past two weeks have
been somewhat uneventful for the
women's rugby team, the men 's team
has had a packed schedule.
The women's team was supposed to
play the University of Maine at Orono
on the Saturday of fall break, Oct. 8,
but unfortunately for them UMO forfeited because they were unable to get
a referee to come to UMO. In an odd
coincidence, the game they were supposed to play this last Saturday, Oct.
15, was. also forfeited. The University
of Maine at FarmingtoYi forfeited the
game because, according to CoCaptain Nani Philli ps '06, "they did
not have enough players to field a
team." Their next game is this upcoming Saturday, the 22nd, and is against
Bowdoin.College. The game was sup-

posed to be at Colby, but has now stance a little while later. Both tries maul that continued for about 30
been ' moved to Bowdoin because, were unconverted," Brockmeyer meters before being taken down."
according to Co-Captain Lauren explained. He also stated that "the Bowdoin received a penalty on their
Erickson '06, Colby "will no longer whole team played well for all 80 5-meter line, which allowed Rob
allow us to.play games or even prac- minutes to win the game.
Doton '07 to score a try. Oh hit
Last week the men beat their another penalty conversion in the
tice on our field due to the heavy rains
half. According
to
we have had recently." Both captains biggest rival, Bowdoin. The game second
felt that it was a shame that their last ended with the score of 16-3. "We fell Brockmeyer, "Nick Stielau ['06]
scheduled, home game would no behind early in the game* giving up a deserves player of the game for his
penalty conversion to the evenly outstanding performance in the loose.
longer be played at home.
The men's team was able to play matched Bowdoin team," Brockmeyer He tackled superbly and crashed
both of their most recent games and said. He continued, "we quickly through the Bowdoin defense as well
did quite well in both . Two weeks recovered by scoring a.try off of a line as any player l have seen."
ago they beat the University of Maine out which the Bowdoin team tapped
This weekend the men will play
at Farmington with a score of 10-0. back into their try zone and I touched Bowdoin again in the first round of
According to Co-Captain Erie down for a try. Rob Oh '07 then con- playoffs. Their game will also be
Brockmeyer '06, "the field condi- verted a penalty kick."
played at Bowdoin because of field
tions were miserable and the ball
They started to lose ground later in conditions at Colby. :
handling suffered as a result." the game, but with 12 minutes
Fortunately this did not prevent remaining a„ Bowdoin player was
Colby from defeating UMF. "Merle carted off the field in an ambulance
Eisenberg ['07] scored the first try on and Colby used this time to compose
a great break off of an offset. 1 scored themselves. Brockmeyer said that the
the second try in a similar circum- Mules "drove down the field with a

Late game goal gives Amherst Lord
J effs victory over men 's soccer, 4-3
By JEFF ALDEN

The reason that DivisionI college athletics are not professional sports
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DYNASTY SIGNS

By JUSTIN ANSEL

STAFF WRITER

riie~ecHby-College men 's
soccer team struggled over the
past two weekends of New
England Small College Athletic
Conference play; the Mules
dropped games at Wesley an
University
and
Will iams
College over fall break weekend and home against Amherst
College on Oct , 15. The men
seemed unable to score goals,
losing 0-2 at Wesleyan and 0-3
at Williams , and redeeming
themselves in a lough 3-4 loss
to Amherst.
Despite the score , the
Wesleyan match was a tig ht
game; the Mules where unable
OniANrW KONnnAT/TH E COLDV ECHO
to score goals when opportuni- Amid wet conditions,
the Amherst soccer team barely scraped a win past Colby.
ties arose. Both teams played 65
minutes of scoreless soccer
before the Cardinals ' Brandon Smith even game and didn 't score...Williams goal of the season. Wohl struck again
'08 scored the eventual game winning was a superior team on Ihe day, for the Jell's making it 3-1 half way
goal. With 10 minutes remaining Matt though we played hard they made the through the second period. Two quick
Nevin '09 got an insurance goal to pace frantic on Ihe tur .f making it a Colby goals in the 73rd and 74th minsecure the Wesleyan win .
very fast game," Head Coach Mark utes of play hastil y tied the game at
In Williamstown the H phs (romped Serdjenian said,
three per side. Monty Hankin '06
on the Mules. The last-paced, hig hAmherst was a classic college soc- received a slick pass from Todd
powered game of Wi lliams over- cer battle , "Under difficult but Boertzel '09 to score Colby 's second.
whelmed the Mules , Williams , who p layable conditions , Amherst was a Within a minute it was Bocrtvel's turn
are now 7-0 in NESCAC league play, great game, To come back from .1-1 to score, tying the game.
was undoubtedl y the Mules' toughest down and tic it up was tremendous,
Yet Wolh was not done; he commatch this season. Regardless the yet only amplified our disappointment pleted the hat trick in the 79th minute
Mules never relented ,
in the end ," Serdjenian said, The game with the game-winning goal. The
Williams junior forward Patrick ended 4-3.
Mules had no answer in the final 10
Midler had two tallies on (he day, Ihe
Amherst forward Mike Wohl '07 minutes of play. "It wns a great comefirst coining late in the first half A tallied a hat trick to lead (he Jells on in back effort that just fell a little short,"
long pass from midlielil set up 'the the rain.
Kahane said.
streaking Huffcr who was able to get
The Mules were held scoreless in
Despite (he loss Ihe Mules were
the ball under Colby goalie Josh the first half as Amherst put two goals pleased with the effort; prior to
Kahane '07.
on the board , The first goal came at 18 Saturday 's game they had managed
In the 55lh minute Tom Day '07 minutes by Nick Lynch '09 and the just two NESCAC goals. "The game
rifled a shot oil" the goal post only to Jeffs closed out the half with Wold's was in a way a relieving loss; w«
fall right in to Huflbr 's lap for his sec- first of the game.
accomplished some of onr goals,
The Mules came out with a mainl y in terms of putting the ball in
ond of the day.
The Mules were able to get just two vengeance in the second half, buttling the net," Kahane explained.
shots on goal in the 90 minute contest, their way back, In (he 53rd minute
"At Wesleyan we played a fairly Michael Butler '08 scored his first

Saturday afternoon was an example
of why college sports rival professional sports on eyery level. People legitimately argue that Division I college
athletics are basically professional
sports; however, the events of Saturday
helped to disprove part of that theory.
The University of Southern California
and Notre Dame University played one
of the greatest games in NCAA football
history. The game, between two of the
nation 's historically best programs,
came down to a last second USC
touchdown allowing the nation 's ill
team to retain their ranking and keep
their impressive streak of 28 straight
wins alive, Many have already called
the game the greatest ever and its analysts have dissected it from all angles,
while journalists have written about in
sports pages across the nalion. The
game even reached national morning
shows as a host of 'The Early Show' on
CBS wore USC attire on air. With
hopes of not beating a dead horse, I
hope to cast even more light upon it in
your Colby Echo.
A number of the game's elements
created the memorable event: the
fourth and ninth play that USC com-

pleted for 61 yards with time winding
down. The last second decision by
USC quarterback Matt Leinart to go
for the touchdown rather than for a
game tying field goal while Reggie
Bush aided him into the end zone. The
courageous play of Notre Dame, who
battled and even outplayed the nation's
best team for much of the afternoon.
However, none of these aspects
compare to the emotion displayed by
the game's players representative of
all college athletics. ESPN reported
that Matt Leinart, the
USC quarterback and
reigning
Heis'man
trophy winner, who
will acquire millions
next year, dates
celebrities, is one of
the biggest celebrities
in Los Angeles and
rarely sets foot on his
own campus due to
the pandemonium it
causes, cried following
the
game.
CRIED! A man with
everything in the
world cried following
a regular season football game. Can you
picture Ricky Williams crying during
an NFL game? I cannot cither.
Similarly, USC running back Reggie
Bush, this year's lleisman frontrunner
and the only player who is better than
the video game version of himself, stated, according to ESPN , "These are the
type of games we live for, die for."
These emotions were not restricted
to the ND vs. USC game, Minutes

before, Michigan scored a touchdown
with 0 seconds remaining to beat Perm
State. What followed was again pandemonium as the entire Michigan team
ran wildly around their home stadium,
before piling on each other, thousands
of pounds of humanity exuberantly celebrating. Similar sights occuned across
the country following the Alabama vs.
Mississipp i, Washington State vs.
UCLA, Boston College vs. Wake
Forest, Louisville vs. West Virginia and
Minnesota vs. Wisconsin games.
Saturday was a
great day for college football and a
great day for college athletics. Even
if one despises the
sport of football,
Saturday showed
that collegiate athletics are special
and that no matter
the
scandals,
recruiting violations or illegal gifts
to players, when
collegiate athletes
step on the field,
court, ice or into the
arena, it is generally about a love and passion for the
sport and relationship with teammates.
Collegiate athletics from the
Division I through the Division III
level have fl aws. However, Saturday,
among other days involving other collegiate sports, has shown why college
sports matter. Because you never
know when the next "greatest game
ever played" will happen again.

A man with
everything in the
world cried following a regular
season football
game. Can you
picture Ricky
Williams crying
during an NFL
game?

TENNIS: Crane, Wersleeve winsinglesBandD Flightsat Wallach
Continued From Page 12
the
New
Eng land Women 's
Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament on
Friday. After a first round bye, fi rst
singles player Tracy Nale '07 fell 6-0,
fi-l to top-seeded Amy Roche of
Middlcbury. In the doubles draw, Nale
teamed up with Ginny Rnho '06 to
toko a 9-7 win against a team from
Smith in the opening round, but then

lost a tough 9-7 match to a Tufts pair
in the second round .
In the second singles flight, Lauren
Uhlmann '06 cruised to a 6-2, 6-2 win
against Mount Holyoke College's
Aleksandra Mihalovic in the first
round before losing 6-1, 6-3 to Jen
Schwartzkopf of Wellcsley College in
the next round. In summing up the
weekend and their season, Uhlman
noted that "despite the final results,
our team played really tough and

fought hard. It was great experience to
play some of the best tennis players in
Division III tennis. Our team knows
where our strengths and weaknesses
lie, and we are excited to work hard in
the off-season so that our spring season can be successful."
With the fall season wrapped up,
both teams plan on using the winter
for some hard training and hope to
build on their success and youth to
have an even stronger spring.

Baseball is like a spouse you deal witheveryday, football is a one-night-stand

EVERYBODY'S UNDERDOG
By ZACH RUSSEM

Maybe it's me, but these days I just
can't seem to be excited about the
major sports in this country. 1 try. I
really try. I just can 't seem to do it.
Sure, I still get giddy over the marquee match-up and last second victories. But even these highs cannot get
me into the major sports the way they
used to. And don't say that this is all a
result of the Red Sox loss to Chicago
(if anything, it has more to do with the
Sox victory over St. Louis last seasoii)7TrTeRed Sox victory in:2004 has
made this season's playoff loss the

easiest to take of my short life. Iguess
that's what winning does. Though that
might seem like a positive indication
of my mental health, I miss that pain.
I want to feel again.
When the Sox were losers I knew,
everything about baseball. I was an
expert. When I saw Allen Embree
pitching for the Yankees in July I felt
like I had jus £smoked a giant crack
rock with Tyrone. "You crazy Joe
Tone!"
On my weekly radio talk show
("Watching Paint Dry" live Fridays
2
at
from
noon
to
www.coIby.edu/WMHB or 89.7 FM),
we used to talk for hours about baseball statistics to fill the February
sports doldrums. But, last week my
co-hOsts Matt and Johann completed a
playoff wrap-up in 49 seconds. They
spent another minute confused about
the infield fly rule, and another playing our favorite game: "Where in the
World is Grady Little?" --^ - - - I guess we're funnier now that we

don'tlalk about sports as much. Last
week Matt described his 422 favorite
ways to prepare eggs while Johann
gave us the scuttlebutt on the latest
fashion trends of local celebrities.
Tyrone and I got high.
If baseball is like a spouse—something you deal with everyday of the
week, something that makes you sick
to your stomach and something that
you know every last detail about to
the point that it drives you mad—then
football is like an adulterous one;
night-stand. It's only once a week,
there is a lot about your team and its
members you don't know and don't
want to know, and the bye week
makes you want to pull your hair out
when Sunday afternoon is instead
spent picking out cabinets at Home
Depot. Oh, and you are always sure to
wear protection.
But even though football is a lowstress sport for me, and that's what I
like-about Jt, it's becoming, boring, I
mean, look around the NFL. The

Devastator of tftelAteek

whole league is mired in mediocrity.
There is no great team. The
Indianapolis Colts are looking to fill
that role but it will be difficult when
measured against the mediocrity of
the league as a whole. They may have
to go undefeated to really get anybody
excited. The Patriots are a dynasty,but
not one of greatness, one of just barely beating everybody. They won with
brains and discipline. So boring I had
to call Tyrone over to spice up last
year's Super Bowl.
No, the last great team that was
really fun to watch was Kurt Warner's
St. Louis Rams. There is somuch parity in the NFL that betting on regular
season games has become as risky as
letting a member of the sophomore
class into your party.
Perhaps the league should free up
the salary restrictions a little. Every
team does not need a chance to win
every year. That's not parity, that's
boring. Teams should have a chance
every few years.

Football unable to hold off Amhers t Lord Jeffs
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Benson has earned both the NESCAC Player of the Week and the ECAC
New England Division III Goalkeeper of the Week honors in the past few
days as goaltender for the women's soccer team. Benson leads the NESCAC
in goals against average, with .76, and save percentage, with .89; She is third
in the NESCAC for saves per game with an average of 5.75. Benson has had ¦
five shutouts this season. Against Amherst on Saturday, Oct. 15, Benson had
14 saves in the 6-0 overtime tie. Benson also had shutouts against Tufts
University, Trinity College, the University of New England and St. Joseph's

Field hockey takes first
NESCAC win to Amherst
By DAN SCHUPACK
STAFF WRITER

Colby football took their first loss of the season on Saturday to Amherst. The Mules were leading until the third quarter but ultimately lost, 28-9.
The football coaches and p layers declined to comment on this and all games this year.

Woodsmen finish third at
New Brunswick event
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twelve slices. Braemer also combined
forces with Liz Stovall '07 to place
STAFF WRITER
second in the two-person vertical chop
event. These performances, in addition
Last Saturday the Colby men's and to third place finishes in the cross-cut
women's woodsmen teams each won and log decking, helped the women
an unprecedented third place at the earn 991 points and a third place finish.
elite University of New Brunswick
The Lady Mule's were out-chopped
meet held near Fredericton , New by Nova Scotia Agricultural College
Brunswick. Nine female teams and and Sir Sanford Flemming College.
fourteen male teams competed there. Their closest American rival also was
"As far as we know," Captain Charlie the University of Maine at Orono
Hale '06 stated.
which placed eighth at
"this was the best
891 points.
victory
we 've
Both of Colby 's
ever had."
woodsmen
teams
The
men
enjoyed remarkable
secured
their
improvements combreakthrough spot
pared to last year 's
on the podium by
performance at New
earning a total of
Brunswick, where the
998 points in the
women struggled to
overall team comfinish two events and
petition ,
They
the men were bested
were overcome by
by at least five other
second
place
teams. In a word, the
University of New
key to their improveBrunswick
by
ment is commitment .
only 23 points.
The team is "highly
Charlie Hale '06 committed because its
Nova
Scotia
Captain
Agricultural
fun," Hale maintains,
College
won
"We have really good
soundly with a
team unity and depth is
score oi 1179 points. University of a huge factor. We can held two solid
Maine at Orono, the Mules closest teams and still have left oyer competiAmerican rivals, placed fifth with a tors. Really, the team wants to come
score of 883 points.
down and chop wood everyday."
Outstanding performances included
Canadian woodsmen teams arc forJamie Plume 4 08 tying for first place midable competition because most of
in the axe throw competition. Max them arc professionally involved in
Brown '06 and Hale won their two- Canada's world-class forestry indusperson event , the quarter-split by try. Lust Saturday the Mules turned
swinging their axe only eight times.
some heads. One burly Canadian
Captain Kate Braeiner '07 captured stopped Hale to let him know "you
a first-place finish for the women in the guys are pretty good for a bunch of
djse-stack event by cleaving n log into government majors."
By PATRICK BAGLEY

(207) 437-2896

608 Winslow Rd., Albion , ME 04910
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We have really
good team unity
and depth is a
huge factor. We
can field two
solid teams and
still have left
over competitors.
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Come and enjoy our
unique Thai cuisine
^
and Japanese dishes.
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Dine in or Take out.

Pad Thai Too
400 Kennedy Memorial Drive.
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859-8900
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After a tough fall break with losses to New England Small College
Athletic Conference Wesleyan
University and Williams College, the
Colby field hockey team looked to
rebound against the University of
Southern Maine Huskies on
Wednesday. The Mules came out
strong in the first half and pressured
the Huskies defense , continually.
Colby had ten first half penalties and
many good shots on goal, but were
unable to get the ball past Huskies
goalkeeper Natalie Nimon who had
five first half saves.
The Mules dominance in bal 1 possession carried over into the second
half as well , as they out-shot
Southern Maine 20-6 for the game.
Despite their ability to control the
ball and the game, the Mules struggled to beat the Huskies defense to
score. Finally, with about 10 minutes
left in the game, forward Mary Claire
Snediker '09 got a penalty stroke and
shot it into the top ri ght corner of the
net to give the Mules the 1-0 lead.
Colby 's defense played excellent ,
only allowing the Huskies six shots
on net and one penalty corner for the
whole game. Junior goalie Moll y
Rice finished the game with four
saves for the Mules.
On Saturday, Amherst College
came to town to face Colby in a
NESCAC league match-up. Amherst
came into the game with a record of 54 overall and 2-2 in league play.
Amherst started the game off attacking the Colby net hard and just four
minutes into the game found the back
of the net. Forward Christa Porcaro
found Katherine Skrivnn who shot it

past the Colby defense to put Amherst
on top 1-0. After this early strike, the
Mules defense buckled down and took
control of the game. The defense held
strong for the rest of the half and
goalie Jamie Enos '08 made six big
first half saves to keep Amherst from
scoring again. The Mules offense got
on the scoreboard midway through the
half. First-year Frazer Humes '09 tied
the game at 1-1 with her first career
goal for Colby.
The Mules took control of the
game in the second half dominating
possession of the ball. They out-shot
Amherst 18-7 f or the hal f and also
had 11 penalty corners to put more
pressure on the defense. Despite this
continued pressure by the Mules
offense , the Amherst defense
remained strong. Amherst goalie
Kathleen Boucher recorded four
saves in the second half to give her
eight for the game.
With just over two minutes remaining in the game, the Mules constant
offensive pressure finally broke the
Amherst defense again.
Senior
Captain Nikki Stadelman shot it past
the Amherst defense off a pass from
sophomore midfielder Mary Claire
McGovern '08 to give the Mules a 21 lead. The Mules defense was able to
fend off any more Amherst runs at the
net giving Colby the 2-1 victory, their
first in NESCAC league play this
year. Colby is now 4-6 overall and 16 in the NESCAC.
The Mules will take the field again
on Wednesday at home to take on
cross town rival Thomas College.
They will look to pick up another
league win next Saturd ay when they
travel to Connecticut College to take
on the Camels, who are 2-4 in the
league and 6-5 overall.
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Captain Kyla Waginan '07 sprints the hall ahead of Amherst in last
Saturday's game. The Mules took their fi rst NES CA C win with just ovatwo minutes left in the game, when Captain Nikki Stadelman '06 scored.

this Weelc
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Women 's cross country wins Maine State Champ ionship

THURSDAY;O CTOBER 20

By TODD LOHSEN

•Women's Soccer
vs. Husson College
' 3 p.m. ;
.
. .

'
STAFF WRITER ;

Karen Prisby '07 emerged as a
leader for the women's cross-country
team in the past few weeks, taking
23rd p lace overall at the Open New
England Meet on October 8th and then
finishing first overall at the Maine
State Championships last Saturday.
the women 's team finished sev' erim^averairarNew^ng lMd's^pinsf
Division 1 powerhouses such as
Boston University and Brown;
Amongst Division III teams, the team
finished third after Amherst College
and Williams College. Prisby characterized Amherst 's victory as "unexpected," but was proud of Colby 's
strong finish.
"The big surprise of the day was to
beat Middlebury, who finished second
last year at the national meet," said
Captain Liz Turner '06, who finished
fourth for Colby women. Captain Jess
Minty '06 took 42th place overall and
finished second among Colby mnners,
followed by Anna King "08 and
Turner in 53rd and 54th place overall ,
respectively.
Both the Franklin Park Meet and
the Maine State Meet, which was held
at Colby last Saturday, were dampened with steady rain. "The course
was very slick and was basically a sea
of mud from the starting line," Turner
said. Despite the poor running conditions, the women's team defended
their state championship, beating rival
Bowdoin College by 33 points! The
blowout elevated the women's national ranking to sixth overall in the
'
NCAA Division HI poll. ... ' . ' . " ¦
Colby 's scoring runners finished
first , second, third, sixth and seventh
for an impressive total of 17 points.
Two of the team 's newest members-

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 21

• Volleyball
: .@ Smith Hall of Fame
/ Tournament

SATURDAY, O CT O BER 22

¦'
. • Crew. ;
; @ Head of' Charles Regatta
• Volleyball
© Smith Hall of Fame
Tournament
• Men's Soccer
@ Connecticut College
• Field Hockey
@ Connecticut College
¦ •

• V . ..

Captain Liz Turner '06 , Captain Jess Minty '06' arid'KarenPrisby • V'/' lead the pack of' runners at' the Maine State Championship.

Kathleen Maynard '09 and Deyan
Fitzpatrick '09-finished fourth and
seventh among Colby women. The
men 's cross country finished third at
the state meet, falling behind Bowdoin
and Bates College with a total of 67
points. .
"Right now we have been underacheiving," John Swain '08 admitted ,
"but we have a very talented group of
guys who have put a lot of training in
this summer. I think as we get some
rest between here and NESCACs,
relax and get re-energized... we should
have a good finish at NESCACs and
surprise a lot of teams."
Swain said that the teani was not
daunted by their performance relative
to their rivals in Brunswick and
Lewiston. In fact , Swain indicated that

recent victories by Bates and Bowdoin
may have taken a toll on their runners'
endurance: "I think Bowdoin and
Bates might have gotten up for the
wrong race this weekend, and they
will regret that when we defeat them
when it actually counts, at
NESCACs."
Tri-Captain Jeffery Alden '07
agreed that Colby is primed for a

breakout performance at the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference meet on October 27th.
"The men have been cast as a dark
horse," he stated, "but there is no way
you can count us out; we have too
much talent and to much hard work
for us to just stagnate."
" The men 's team seems to be gaining momentum; its underclassmen

PHOTO COURTESr OF.STEWARr TURNER

runners continue to improve their performances. Michael
"Smokey"
'08,
'09,
Collins
Jim Hurder
and Bob
Glotfelty '08 have all made significant
contributions to the team's top seven
this year. Collins and Hurder finished
fourth and fifth for the Colby men's
team at Franklin Park, boosting Colby
to a 28th place finish.

• Football
@ Hamilton College
• Women's Soccer
@ Connecticut College
• Women 's Rugby
@ Bowdoin
• Men's Rugby
@ Bowdoin

Women's soccer ties Wesleyan and Amherst in
overtime , falls to Williams Ephs in 1-0 loss
By LINDSAY BARADA
STAFF WRITER

Men 's and women 's tennis
finish season strong, look to
build OR success in spring

The Colby College women's soccer
team is currently ranked 8th in New
England 's 2005 Division III . women 's
soccer poll due to their impressive 42-2 record. Over fall break , the Mules
traveled to Wesleyan University; after
two overtimes both teams were locked
in a 2-2 tie that neither was able to
break. Despite the fact that Colby had
draw, with the finals win coming over
a 29-10 shot advantage, the team had
By NICK BAVARIAN
Bowdoin's Andrew Fried 3-6, 6-3, 10- difficulty getting the ball in the net.
ADVERTISING MANAGER
5. Gildersleeve credited Morgan 's The Mules led the first half of the
advice with helping him win. "Coach
game 1-0 after Libba Cox '07 scored
The Colby men 's and women 's ten- told me before the final match that this
and they continued to bump up the
nis teams concluded their fall sched- was my tournament to win , and
lead to 2-0 after Cox scored yet again.
ule over (he past two weekends with instead of worrying about individual
However, the Cardinals were not to be
multi ple individual tournament wins points, I concentrated on the match as beaten , tying the game 2-2 within the
lor the men at Bates College and a whole. Winning those close matches second hal f.
strong individual performances for the just comes down to confidence and to
The following day the Mules sufwomen at Amherst
who trusts their
fered a 1-0 lost to the Williams '
College .
game more."
College fiphs. Due to the weather and
The men 's team
Advancing to the field Hooding, the team played an
competed October
quarterfinals of their hour earlier and on artificial turf , Last
8th and 9th in the
draws were Zack year the Mules beat the Iip hs to gain
Wallach InvitationalSchuman '08 and their first ever victory over Williams.
Tournament at Bales
Brian Brown '09 in Despite a hard-fought game, the Fphs
against many o(
the A Fli g ht and Tim scored with 30 minutes left in the
their New luigland
Fuhrimam '09 in the game and the Mules were unable to
Small
College
B'• Flight. Brown come back from behind .
Athletic Conference
lost a close quarterThree clays later, the St. Josep h's
foes. For the players
final match to the Monks traveled to Colby 's home field
and the Head Coach
2nd ranked Division
only to he sent home with a 1-0 loss,
Mike Morgan , the
III player in the
liven though Colby had all of the
Tom Gildersleeve '07
weekend was concountry . Brown and
momentum in the game, they found it
Team member
sidered ii triumph as
Schuman
also
difficult to maneuver through the
Colby managed to
teamed up for douMonks ' overly defensive /one. The
win two of the four singles toimia- bles to advance to the semifinals ol
Monks played with six defenders,
ment draws.
the A Flig ht.
which made it hard for a fast break
In the Singles B Flig ht , Captain
scoring opportunity. In order to comLast Sunday, Ihe men completed
Ben Crane '06 took the hard route to their .season with a 6-1 loss to a tough
pensate, the Mules took a number ol
winning the championshi p, Crane Amherst College team at Amherst in
unsuccessful outside shot s and continhad to come buck to beat Tuft s the Mules ' only dual match of the fall.
ued to pressure the Monks ' zone until
University 's Sean JMcCooey as he Colby forced three 3-set matches to
Laura Williamson '07 snuck in a goal
followed an opening set loss with « the undefeated Lord Jells and Brown
with 1:11 leu in the game.
6-4 win in the second set unci a 10-8 won his III sing les match for the
In an attempt to foster more offenwin in the tiebreaker, And even that team 's only point. On the team 's sive opportunities , Colby bumped up
came after a trio of equally tough progress this season, Schuman said , a third midfielder to forward in the
matches in the earlier rounds; (i-3, 7- "The team is still young, but we have
second part of the first half . The
6 (4) over Bates ' Josh Feinbcrg in tile come a very long way since the beginMules bombarded St. Joseph's with
fu st round; 7-6 (4), 6-4 over Chris ning of the season, proving to teams shuts and were able to keep the ball
Chaffee of Southern Maine in the like Amherst that we are hero to comin their zone f or Ihe majority of the
quarterfinals; and n 7-6 (4), 7-6 (6) pete und tl)nt we are improving much
game. However, a few aggressive
slugfest over Amherst 's Tal Aviuhaiui
faster than they are."
Monk p layers were able to catch
in the .semifinals,
The women 's team also traveled to
Colby 's defense off guard at times,
In the Singles D Flight , Tom Amherst last weekend to compete nl
playing the long bal ls over the
Gildersleeve '07 followed a first
Mules 'heads mid taking advantage o<
round bye with three consecutive
miskicks,
Continued on P<i«e 10
match victories to wjn his tournament
The Mules ' forwards utilized the

Winning the
close matches
just comes
down to confidence and to
who trusts their
game more.
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Meridith Major-Blascovich '07 throws ball in against Amherst. The 0-0 tie marked the women s' third NESCAC
tie of the season. The Mules are now ranked eighth in New England amongst Div. HI schools.

midfielders on attack and , in turn , the
midfielders used the outside backs in
order to switch fields and successfully cross the ball , With one minute left
in the game, Katie McCabc '08 garnered a team-best fifth assist alter
passing a long ball to an open
Williamson who ripped a low, hard
shot that deflected off the goalkeeper
and into the net. The Mules ' defense
has onl y allowed eight goals in the
past nine games and goalkeeper Liza
IJenson '07 earned her fourth shutout
of the season,
Co-Cnptuin Kaitlin llerlih y '06

expressed , "We played well against
Williams and lost , we out-shot
Wesleyan 30-10 including 9-1 in OT
and tied , and we barely clinched a win
to St. Joe's. It 's sort of a fog we need
to get out of; it's not like we lost out
confidence , but we need a game
where we earn our result and deserve
what we get."
On Saturday, amidst the pouring
rain and soggy fields , the Colby Mules
matched up against Amherst 's Lord
Jeffs and emerged in a 0-0 overtime
stalemate. Amherst is ranked 9th in
New England' s 2005 Division III

women 's soccer poll alter Colby and
remained that way alter Saturday 's
contest. Alter 110 minutes of intensive
play, both teams combined for 30
shots, 26 of which were on goal , but
couldn 't find the back of¦ the net.
Benson was credited with 14 saves,
making Colby 's record 5-2-3 overall
and 2-2-3 in the N ISC AC . So far
Colby has remained undefeated at
home in their past four competitions,
On Thursday, liusson travels to
Colb y for a 3:00 game and on
Saturday, the Mules head down to
Connecticut College.

INSIDE SPORTS

Men's soccer loses to Amherst

The men also fell to Wesleyan and Williams
College over fall break,
PAOE to

Amherst falls to field hockey

The women also took a win against the
PAQE II
University of Southern Maine.
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